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Abstract
Let ‡ be a compact, negatively curved surface. From the (finite) set of all closed
geodesics on ‡ of length at most L, choose one, say, �L, at random, and let N.�L/
be the number of its self-intersections. It is known that there is a positive constant �
depending on the metric such that N.�L/=L2 ! � in probability as L!1. The
main results of this article concern the size of typical fluctuations ofN.�L/ about �L2.
It is proved that if the metric has constant curvature �1, then typical fluctuations are
of order L; in particular, as L!1 the random variables .N.�L/ � �L2/=L con-
verge in distribution. In contrast, it is also proved that if the metric has variable
negative curvature, then fluctuations of N.�L/ are of order L3=2; in particular, the
random variables .N.�L/��L2/=L3=2 converge in distribution to a Gaussian distri-
bution with positive variance. Similar results are proved for generic geodesics, that is,
geodesics whose initial tangent vectors are chosen randomly according to normalized
Liouville measure.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Self-intersections of random geodesics
Choose a point x and a direction � at random on a compact, negatively curved surface
‡—that is, so that the distribution of the random unit vector .x; �/ is the normalized
Liouville measure on the unit tangent bundle S‡—and let �.t/D �.t Ix; �/ be the
unit speed geodesic ray in direction � started at x, viewed as a curve in S‡ . Let
p W S‡ ! ‡ be the natural projection, and denote by N.t/DN.�Œ0; t �/ the number
of transversal� self-intersections of the geodesic segment p ı �Œ0; t �. For large t , the
number N.t/ will be of order t2; in fact,

lim
t!1

N.t/=t2 D 1=
�
4�j‡ j

�
WD �‡ (1)

with probability 1. See Section 2.3 below for the (easy) proof. A similar result holds
for a randomly chosen closed geodesic (see [23, Theorem 1]): if, from among all
closed geodesics of length at most L, one is chosen at random, then the number of
self-intersections normalized by L2 will, with probability approaching 1 as L!1,
be close to �‡ (see [33, Theorem 1] for a related theorem). Closed geodesics with no
self-intersections have long been of interest in geometry—see, for instance, [5], [6],
[27]—and it is known (see [27], [36]) that the number of simple closed geodesics of
length at most t grows at a polynomial rate in t . The fact that there are arbitrarily
long simple closed geodesics implies that the maximal variation in N.t/ is of order
t2. The problems we address in this paper concern the order of magnitude of typical
variations of the self-intersection countN.t/ about �‡ t2 for both random and random
closed geodesics. For random geodesics, the main result is the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.1
Let ‡ be a compact surface equipped with a Riemannian metric of negative curva-
ture. Assume that u D .x; �/ is a random unit tangent vector distributed according
to normalized Liouville measure on S‡ , and let N.T / be the number of transversal
self-intersections of the geodesic segment �.Œ0;T �Ix; �/ with initial tangent vector u.
Then as T !1,

�If the initial point x and direction � are chosen randomly (according to the normalized Liouville measure on the
unit tangent bundle), then there is probability 0 that the resulting geodesic will be periodic, so with probability
1 every self-intersection will necessarily be transversal.
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N.T /� �‡T
2

T

D
�!‰ (2)

for some probability distribution‰ on R (which will in general depend on the surface
and the Riemannian metric).

Here
D
! indicates convergence in distribution (i.e., weak convergence; see [4]):

a family of real-valued random variables Yt is said to converge in distribution to a
Borel probability measure G on R if, for every bounded, continuous function f ,

lim
t!1

Ef .Yt /D

Z
f dG:

Since to first order N.T / is approximately �‡T 2, and since T D
p
T 2, Theo-

rem 1.1 might at first sight appear to be typical “central limit” behavior (see [34] for
the classical central limit theorem for geodesic flows). But it is not. The limit distri-
bution ‰ in (2) is a limit of Gaussian quadratic forms, and therefore is most likely
not Gaussian.� Moreover, a closer look will show that for central limit behavior the
typical order of magnitude of fluctuations should be T 3=2, not T . This is what occurs
for localized self-intersection counts, as we now explain.

Label the points of self-intersection of �.Œ0;T �/ on ‡ as x1; x2; : : : ; xN.T / (the
ordering is irrelevant). For any smooth, nonnegative function ' W‡!RC, define the
'-localized self-intersection count N'.T / by

N'.T /DN'
�
�Œ0;T �

�
D

N.T /X
iD1

'.xi /: (3)

Like the global self-intersection count N.T /, the localized self-intersection count
N'.T / grows quadratically in T ; in particular, if the initial tangent vector .x; �/ is
chosen randomly according to the normalized Liouville measure, then with probabil-
ity 1,

lim
T!1

N'.T /

T 2
D �‡k'k1;

where k'k1 denotes the integral of ' against the normalized surface area measure
on ‡ .

�A Gaussian quadratic form is a random variable of the form
Pm
iD1 �

2
i
Z2
i

, where the random variables Zi
are independent standard Gaussians. The proof of Theorem 1.1 will show that ‰ is the weak limit of some
sequence of such random variables. Unfortunately, it does not seem possible to compute the variances �2

i
in

these approximating quadratic forms, so the limit distribution ‰ cannot be explicitly identified.
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THEOREM 1.2
For any compact, negatively curved surface ‡ there is a constant " > 0 with the
following property. If ' � 0 is smooth and not identically zero but has support of
diameter less than ", then under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, for some constant
� > 0 depending on ',

N'.T /� �‡k'k1T
2

�T 3=2
D
�!ˆ (4)

as T !1. Here ˆ is the standard unit Gaussian distribution on R.

In the course of the proof, we will show that a lower bound for " is the distance
between two nonintersecting closed geodesics.

1.2. Self-intersections of closed geodesics
On any compact, negatively curved surface there are countably many closed
geodesics, and only finitely many with length in any given bounded interval Œ0;L�.
According to the celebrated prime geodesic theorem of Margulis [25], [26, Section 6,
Theorem 5], the number �.L/ of closed geodesics of length at most L satisfies the
asymptotic law

�.L/�
ehL

hL
as L!1;

where h > 0 is the topological entropy of the geodesic flow. Furthermore, the closed
geodesics are equidistributed according to the maximum entropy measure, in the fol-
lowing sense (see [22]): if a closed geodesic is chosen at random from among those
of length at most L, then with probability approaching 1 as L!1, the empirical
distribution of the geodesic chosen will be in a weak neighborhood of the maximum
entropy measure. (See also Bowen [9] for a somewhat weaker statement. It does not
matter whether the random closed geodesic is chosen from the set of prime closed
geodesics or the set of all closed geodesics, because Margulis’s theorem implies that
the number of nonprime closed geodesics of length at most L is O.ehL=2/.) In addi-
tion, the maximum entropy measure governs the statistics of closed geodesics even at
the level of “fluctuations,” in that central limit theorems analogous to those governing
random geodesics (see [34]) hold for randomly chosen closed geodesics (see [20] and
[21] for precise statements). Thus, it is natural to expect that the maximum entropy
measure also controls the statistics of self-intersections.

For compact surfaces of constant negative curvature the maximum entropy mea-
sure and the (normalized) Liouville measure coincide, so it is natural to expect that in
this case there should be some connection between the fluctuations in self-intersection
counts of closed geodesics with those of random geodesics. For compact surfaces of
variable negative curvature, however, the maximum entropy measure and the Liou-
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ville measure are mutually singular. Thus, it is natural to conjecture that the fluctua-
tions of self-intersection counts in the constant curvature and variable curvature cases
obey different statistical laws. The next theorem asserts that this is the case.

THEOREM 1.3
Let ‡ be a compact surface of negative curvature, let �L be a closed geodesic ran-
domly chosen from the �.L/ closed geodesics of length at most L, and let N.�L/ be
the number of self-intersections of �L.
(A) If ‡ has constant negative curvature, then for some probability distribution ‰

on R, as L!1,

N.�L/� �‡L
2

L

D
�!‰: (5)

(B) If ‡ has variable negative curvature, then for some constants � > 0 and
�� > 0,

N.�L/� �
�L2

L3=2
D
�!ˆ; (6)

where ˆ is the standard unit Gaussian distribution.

In the variable curvature case, the constant �� need not in general be the same
as the constant �‡ in the corresponding law (2), because the self-intersection statis-
tics for closed geodesics are governed by the maximum entropy-invariant measure,
whereas for random geodesics they are governed by the Liouville measure.

Similar results hold for the number of intersections of two randomly chosen
closed geodesics. Let �L and � 0L be independently chosen at random from the set
of closed geodesics of length at most L, and let N.�L; � 0L/ be the number of inter-
sections of �L with � 0L. (If by chance �L D � 0L, set N.�L; � 0L/DN.�L/. Because the
probability of choosing the same closed geodesic twice is 1=�.L/! 0, this event has
negligible effect on the distribution of N.�L; � 0L/ in the large L limit.)

THEOREM 1.4
If‡ has constant negative curvature, then for some probability distribution‰� D‰�‡
on R,

N.�L; �
0
L/� �‡L

2

L

D
�!‰� (7)

as L!1. If ‡ has variable negative curvature, then

N.�L; �
0
L/� �

�L2

L3=2
D
�!ˆ: (8)

We omit the proof, as it is very similar to that of Theorem 1.3.
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It is noteworthy that in constant negative curvature the order of magnitude of typ-
ical fluctuations in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 is L. This should be compared to the main
result of [14, Main Theorem], which concerns fluctuations in the self-intersection
number for randomly closed curves on a surface, where sampling is by word length
rather than geometric length. Let ‡ be an orientable, compact surface with boundary
and negative Euler characteristic �, and let F D F‡ be its fundamental group. This
is a free group on 2g generators, where g D 2� 2�. Each conjugacy class in F rep-
resents a free homotopy class of closed curves on ‡ . For each such conjugacy class
˛ there is a well-defined word length LD L.˛/ (the minimal word length of a rep-
resentative element) and a well-defined self-intersection count N.˛/ (the minimum
number of transversal self-intersections of a closed curve in the free homotopy class).
The main result of [14] states that if ˛ is randomly chosen from among all conjugacy
classes with word length L, then for certain positive constants ��; �� depending on
the Euler characteristic, as L!1,

N.˛L/� �
�
‡L

2

��L3=2
D
�!ˆ; (9)

where ˆ is the standard unit Gaussian distribution. The methods of this paper can
be adapted to show that the main result of [14] extends to compact surfaces without
boundary and with genus g � 2. To reconcile this with Theorem 1.3 (which at first
sight might appear to suggest that fluctuations should be on the order of L, not L3=2),
observe that when closed geodesics are randomly chosen according to word length L,
the order of magnitude of fluctuations in geometric length is L1=2; this is enough to
increase the size of typical fluctuations in self-intersection count by a factor of L1=2.

Standing notation
Throughout this paper, p W S‡ ! ‡ will denote the natural projection from the unit
tangent bundle S‡ to the surface ‡ , and �.t/D �.t Iv/ will denote the orbit of the
geodesic flow with initial tangent vector v 2 S‡ . The letter � will be reserved for
the semiconjugacy of flows constructed in Section 3, and 	t for the suspension flow
in this construction. Finally, � will be used to denote the unilateral shift on any of the
sequence spaces †, †C, and so on, used in the symbolic dynamics.

2. Intersection kernel
The proofs of the main results will rely on the fact that the self-intersection counts
are (in the terminology of [19]) “U -statistics”, that is, functions that can be written in
the form (10) below. In this section, we collect some essential properties of the kernel
function Hı in this representation, and then present a short heuristic argument that
shows how the U -statistic representation can be used to reduce the weak convergence
assertion (2) to Ratner’s central limit theorem [34, Theorem 2.1] for the geodesic flow.
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2.1. The intersection kernel
Geodesics on any surface, regardless of its curvature, look locally like straight lines.
Hence, for any compact surface ‡ with smooth Riemannian metric there exists % >
0 such that, if ˛ and ˇ are geodesic segments of length at most %, then ˛ and ˇ
intersect transversally, if at all, in at most one point. It follows that for any geodesic
segment � of length T , the self-intersection number N.�/DNT .�/ can be computed
by partitioning � into nonoverlapping segments of common length ı � % and counting
the number of pairs that intersect transversally. Let ˛i and ˛j be two such segments;
then the event that these segments intersect is completely determined by their initial
points and directions, as is the angle of intersection.

Definition 2.1
The intersection kernel Hı W S‡ � S‡ ! RC is the nonnegative function that takes
the value Hı.u; v/D 1 if the geodesic segments of length ı with initial tangent vec-
tors u and v intersect transversally, and Hı.u; v/D 0 otherwise.

Assume henceforth that ı � %; then for any geodesic Q� ,

NT . Q�/D
1

2

nX
iD1

nX
jD1

Hı
�
Q�.iı/; Q�.jı/

�
: (10)

The factor 1=2 compensates for the double counting that results from letting both
indices of summation i; j range over all n geodesic segments. The diagonal terms in
this sum are all zero, because the segment �.iı/ does not intersect itself transversally.

2.2. The associated integral operators
The intersection kernelHı.u; v/ is symmetric in its arguments and Borel-measurable,
but not continuous, because self-intersections can be created or destroyed by small
perturbations of the initial vectors u;v. Nevertheless, Hı induces a self-adjoint inte-
gral operator on the Hilbert space L2.
L/ by

Hı .u/D

Z
v2S‡

Hı.u; v/ .v/d
L.v/: (11)

LEMMA 2.2
For all sufficiently small ı > 0,

Hı1.u/ WD

Z
Hı.u; v/d
L.v/D ı

2� (12)

for all u 2M . Thus, the constant function 1 is an eigenfunction of the operator Hı ,
and consequently the normalized kernelHı.u; v/=ı2�' is a symmetric Markov kernel
on S‡ � S‡ .
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Remark 2.3
This result (simple though it may be) is the crucial geometric property of the inter-
section kernel. Clearly, the intersection kernel induces an integral operator on L2.�/
for any finite measure � on S‡ (just replace 
L by � in the definition (11)). But in
general—and in particular, when � ¤ 
L is a Gibbs state—the constant function 1
will not be an eigenfunction of this operator.

Proof
Denote by � D �.Œ0; ı�Iu/ the geodesic segment of length ı with initial tangent vec-
tor u. For small ı > 0 and fixed angle � , the set of points x 2‡ such that a geodesic
segment of length ı with initial base point x intersects � at angle � is approximately a
rhombus of side ı with an interior angle � , with area ı2j sin� j, and this approximation
is asymptotically sharp as ı! 0. Consequently, as ı! 0,

Z
Hı.u; v/d
L.v/� ı

2

Z 2�

0

'.�/j sin� jd�=
�
2�jM j

�
D ı2�' ; (13)

and the relation � holds uniformly for u 2 S‡ .
It remains to show that the approximate equality � is actually an equality for

small ı > 0. Recall that for ı � %, any two distinct geodesic segments of length ı can
intersect transversally at most once. Consider the geodesic segments of length ı with
initial direction vectors u and v. For any integer m � 2, each of these segments can
be partitioned into m nonoverlapping subsegments (each open on one end and closed
on the other) of length ı=m. At most one pair of these constituent subsegments can
intersect; hence,

Hı.u; v/D

m�1X
iD0

m�1X
jD0

Hı=m
�
Q�.iıIu/; Q�.jıIv/

�
:

Integrating over v with respect to the Liouville measure 
L and using the invariance
of 
L relative to the geodesic flow, we obtain

Hı1.u/D

m�1X
iD0

mHı=m1
�
Q�.iıIu/

�
:

Let m!1, and use the approximation (13) (with ı replaced by ı=m); since this
approximation holds uniformly, it follows that Hı1.u/D ı2�S .

Lemma 2.2 is the only result from this section that will be needed for the proofs
of the main results. The remainder of this section is devoted to a proof of the “law of
large numbers” (1) and to a heuristic argument for Theorem 1.1 that is simpler and
more illuminating than the formal proofs that will follow.
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LEMMA 2.4
For each sufficiently small ı > 0, the integral operator Hı on L2.
L/ is compact.

Proof
If the kernel Hı.u; v/ were jointly continuous in its arguments u;v, then this would
follow by standard results about integral operators (see, e.g., [41]). Since Hı is not
continuous, these standard results do not apply; nevertheless, the argument for com-
pactness is elementary. It suffices to show that the mapping u 7!Hı.u; �/ is continu-
ous relative to the L2-norm. Take u;u0 2 S‡ , and let ˛;˛0 be the geodesic segments
of length ı starting at u;u0, respectively. If u;u0 are close, then the geodesic segments
˛;˛0 are also close. Hence, for all but very small angles � the set of points x 2M
such that a geodesic segment of length ı with initial base point x intersects ˛ at angle
� but does not intersect ˛0 is small. Consequently, the functionsHı.u; �/ andHı.u0; �/
differ on a set of small measure.

Lemma 2.4 implies that Hilbert–Schmidt theory (see [41]) applies. In particular,
the nonzero spectrum of Hı consists of isolated real eigenvalues �j of finite multi-
plicity (and listed according to multiplicity). The corresponding (real) eigenfunctions
 j can be chosen so as to constitute an orthonormal basis of L2.
L/, and the eigen-
value sequence �j is square-summable.

LEMMA 2.5
The kernel NHı WD Hı=ı2�' satisfies the Doeblin condition: there exist an integer
n� 1 and a positive real number " such that

NH
.n/

ı
.u; v/� " for all u;v 2 S‡; (14)

where H .n/

ı
denotes the kernel of the n-fold iterated integral operator Hı .

Proof
Choose n so large that for any two points x;y 2 ‡ there is a sequence ¹xiº0�i�n of
nC 1 points beginning with x0 D x and ending at xn D y, and such that each succes-
sive pair of consecutive points xi , xiC1 are at distance less than ı=4. Then for any two
geodesic segments ˛;ˇ of length ı on S there is a chain of nC 1 geodesic segments
˛i , all of length ı, beginning at ˛0 D ˛ and ending at ˛n D ˇ, such that any two
successive segments ˛i and ˛iC1 intersect transversally. Since the intersections are
transversal, the initial points and directions of these segments can be jiggled slightly
without undoing any of the transversal intersections. This implies (14).
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COROLLARY 2.6
The eigenvalue ı2�' is a simple eigenvalue of the integral operator Hı , and the rest
of the spectrum lies in a disk of radius less than ı2�' .

Proof
This is a standard result in the theory of Markov operators.

COROLLARY 2.7
For every j � 2, the eigenfunction  j has mean zero relative to 
L, and distinct
eigenfunctions are uncorrelated.

Proof
The spectral theorem guarantees orthogonality of the eigenfunctions. The key point is
that  1 D 1 is an eigenfunction, and so the orthogonality  j ?  1 implies that each
 j for j � 2 has mean zero.

LEMMA 2.8
If ı > 0 is sufficiently small, then Hı has eigenvalues other than zero and �1.ı/.

Proof
Otherwise, the Markov operator NHı would be a projection operator: for every  2
L2.
L/, the function NHı would be constant. But if ı > 0 is small, this is obviously
not the case.

2.3. Law of large numbers
The law of large numbers (1) for random geodesics can be deduced from Birkhoff’s
ergodic theorem using the representation (10) of the self-intersection count. The first
step is to approximate the kernel Hı by continuous kernels. Fix 0 < ı < %, where
% > 0 is small enough that any two geodesic segments on the surface ‡ of length %
will intersect transversally at most once.

LEMMA 2.9
For each " > 0 there exist continuous functions H�

ı
;HC

ı
W S‡ � S‡ ! Œ0; 1� such

that H�
ı
�Hı �H

C
ı

and such that for each u 2 S‡ ,

Z �
HC
ı
.u; v/�H�ı .u; v/

�
d
L.v/ < ": (15)

Proof
Fix "0 > 0 such that ı C 2"0 < %, and let  W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� be a continuous function
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such that  .0/ D  .1/ D 0 and  D 1 on the interval Œ"0; 1 � "0�. For unit tangent
vectors u;v 2 S‡ such that the geodesic segments �u; �v of length ı based at u;v
intersect at angle � 2 .0;�/ at times tu; tv 2 Œ0; ı�, set

H�ı .u; v/D .�=�/ .tu=ı/ .tv=ı/;

and for all other u;v set H�
ı
.u; v/D 0. Similarly, for unit tangent vectors u;v 2 S‡

such that the geodesic segments �u; �v of length ı C 2"0 based at u, v intersect at
times tu; tv 2 .�"0; ıC "0/, set

HC
ı
.u; v/D 

�
tu=.ıC 2"

0/
�
 
�
tv=.ıC 2"

0/
�
;

and for all other u;v, set HC
ı
.u; v/ D 0. Clearly, 0 � H�

ı
� Hı � H

C
ı

, and by an
argument like that in the proof of Lemma 2.2, it can be shown that if "0 > 0 is suffi-
ciently small, then (15) will hold for all u.

PROPOSITION 2.10
Let .X; d / be a compact metric space, and let K WX2! R be continuous. If � is a
Borel probability measure on X and T WX!X is an ergodic, measure-preserving
transformation (not necessarily continuous) relative to �, then

lim
n!1

1

n2

nX
iD1

nX
jD1

K.T ix;T jx/D

“
X�X

K.y; z/d�.y/d�.z/ (16)

for �-almost every x.

Proof
The functionK is bounded, since it is continuous, so the double integral in (16) is well
defined and finite. Furthermore, the set of functionsKx defined byKx.y/ WDK.x;y/,
where x ranges over the space X, is equicontinuous, and the function

NKx WD

Z
X

Kx.y/d�.y/

is continuous in x. The equicontinuity of the functions Kx implies, by the Arzelà–
Ascoli theorem, that for any " > 0 there is a finite subset F" D ¹xiº1�i�I such that
for any x 2 SM there is at least one index i � I such that

kKx �Kxi k1 < ":

It follows that the time average of Kx along any trajectory differs from the corre-
sponding time average of Kxi by less than ". Since the set F" is finite, Birkhoff’s
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theorem implies that, for �-almost every x 2X,

lim
n!1

1

n

nX
jD1

K.y;T jx/D

Z
K.y;x0/ d�.x0/ for each y 2 F":

Consequently, it follows from equicontinuity (let "! 0) and the continuity in x of
the averages NKx that almost surely

lim
n!1

1

n

nX
jD1

K.y;T jx/D

Z
K.y;x/d�.y/

uniformly for all y 2X. The uniformity of this convergence guarantees that (16) holds
�-almost surely.

Proof of the strong law of large numbers (1)
Let HC

ı
and H�

ı
be as in the statement of Lemma 2.9. By Proposition 2.10, for 
L-

almost every u 2 S‡ ,

lim
n!1

1

n2

nX
iD1

nX
jD1

H˙ı
�
Q�u.iı/; Q�u.jı/

�
D

Z
H˙ı .v;w/d
L.v/d
L.w/:

Hence, by Lemma 2.9 (with "0! 0) and Lemma 2.2, for 
L-almost every u 2 S‡ ,

lim
n!1

1

n2

nX
iD1

nX
jD1

Hı
�
�u.iı/; �u.jı/

�
D

Z
Hı.v;w/d
L.v/d
L.w/D ı

2�:

This proves that (1) holds for t !1 along the sequence t D nı. Since ı > 0 is
arbitrary, and since the self-intersection counts are obviously monotone in t , relation
(1) follows.

2.4. Weak convergence: heuristics
The results of Sections 2.1 and 2.2 can be used to give a compelling—but nonrigor-
ous—explanation of the weak convergence asserted in Theorem 1.1. The Hilbert–
Schmidt theorem asserts that a symmetric integral kernel in the class L2.
L�
L/ has
an L2-convergent eigenfunction expansion. The intersection kernel Hı.u; v/ meets
the requirements of this theorem, and so its eigenfunction expansion converges in
L2.
L � 
L/:

Hı.u; v/D

1X
kD1

�k k.u/ k.v/: (17)
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The L2-convergence of the series does not, of course, imply pointwise convergence;
this is why the following argument is not a proof. Nevertheless, let us proceed for-
mally, ignoring convergence issues. Recall (Corollary 2.7) that the eigenfunctions are
mutually uncorrelated, and so all except the constant eigenfunction  1 have mean
zero relative to 
L. Thus, the representation (10) of the intersection number N'.nı/
can be rewritten as follows:

N'.nı/� .nı/
2�g D

1

2

nX
iD1

nX
jD1

Hı
�
Q�.iı/; Q�.jı/

�
� .nı/2�g

D
1

2

nX
iD1

nX
jD1

1X
kD2

�k.ı/ k
�
Q�.iı/

�
 k
�
Q�.jı/

�

D
1

2

1X
kD2

�k.ı/
� nX
iD1

 k
�
Q�.iı/

��2
: (18)

If the eigenfunctions  j were Hölder-continuous, the central limit theorem for the
geodesic flow in [34] would imply that, for any finite K , the joint distribution of the
random vector

� 1
p
n

nX
iD1

 k
�
Q�.iı/

��
2�k�K

(19)

converges, as n!1, to a (possibly degenerate)K-variate Gaussian distribution cen-
tered at the origin. (The central limit theorem in [34] is stated only for the caseK D 1,
but the general case follows by standard weak convergence arguments; see Cramer–
Wold device in [4, Chapter 1].) Hence, for every K <1, the distribution of the trun-
cated sum

1

n

KX
kD2

�k.ı/
� nX
iD1

 k
�
Q�.iı/

��2
(20)

should converge, as n!1, to that of a quadratic form in the entries of the limiting
Gaussian distribution.�

�This would follow by the spectral theorem for symmetric matrices and elementary properties of the multivari-
ate Gaussian distribution. To see this, suppose that the limit distribution of the random vector (19) is mean-
zero Gaussian with (possibly degenerate) covariance matrix †; this distribution is the same as that of †1=2Z,
where Z is a Gaussian random vector with mean zero and identity covariance matrix. Let ƒ be the diagonal
matrix with diagonal entries �j .ı/. Then the limit distribution of (20) is identical to that of ZTMZ, where
M D†1=2ƒ†1=2 . But the matrix M is symmetric, so it may be factored as M DUTDU , where U is an
orthogonal matrix andD is diagonal. Now ifZ is mean-zero Gaussian with the identity covariance matrix, then
so is UZ, since U is orthogonal. Thus, ZTMZ is a quadratic form in independent, standard normal random
variables.
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Unfortunately, it seems that there is no way to make this argument rigorous,
because there is no obvious way to show that the series (17) converges pointwise.
(If the kernel Hı were nonnegative semidefinite, then Mercer’s theorem might be
applied, in conjunction with a smoothing argument; however, Hı is in general not
nonnegative semidefinite.) Thus, it will be necessary to proceed by a more indirect
route, via symbolic dynamics and thermodynamic formalism.

3. Symbolic dynamics

3.1. Shifts and suspension flows
Symbolic dynamics provides an approach to the study of hyperbolic flows that trans-
forms questions about orbits of the flow to equivalent (or nearly equivalent) questions
about a shift of finite type. The shift of finite type (either one-sided or two-sided) on a
finite alphabet A with transition matrix A WA�A!¹0; 1º is the system .†C; �/ or
.†;�/, where

†C D
®
.xn/n�0 2AZC

ˇ̌
A.xn; xnC1/D 1 8n� 0

¯
and

†D
®
.xn/n2Z 2AZ

ˇ̌
A.xn; xnC1/D 1 8n 2 Z

¯
;

and � is the forward shift operator on sequences. (Equivalently, one can define a shift
of finite type to be the forward shift operator acting on the space of all sequences
with entries in A in which certain subwords of a certain length r do not occur.) If
there exists m � 1 such that Am has strictly positive entries, then the corresponding
shifts are topologically mixing relative to the usual topology on † or †C, which is
metrizable by

d.x;y/D 2�n.x;y/;

where n.x;y/ is the minimum nonnegative integer n such that xj ¤ yj for j D˙n.
For a continuous function F W†! .0;1/ on † (or on †C), the suspension flow

under F is a flow 	t on the space

†F WD
®
.x; t/ W x 2† and 0� t � F.x/

¯

with points .x;F.x// and .�x; 0/ identified. In the suspension flow an orbit beginning
at some point .x; s/moves at unit speed up the fiber over .x; 0/ until reaching the roof
.x;F.x//, at which time it jumps to the point .�x; 0/ and then proceeds up the fiber
over .�x; 0/, that is,

	t .x; s/D .x; sC t / if sC t � F.x/I

	t .x; s/D 	t�F.x/Cs.�x; 0/ otherwise:
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We will use the notation

Fx W D
®
.x; s/ W s 2

�
0;F.x/

�¯
and

F r
x W D 	r.Fx/

for fibers and their time shifts. An orbit of the suspension flow is periodic if and only
if it passes through a point .x; 0/ such that x is a periodic sequence; if the minimal
period of the sequence x is n, then the minimal period of the corresponding periodic
orbit of 	t is the sum of the lengths of the fibers visited by the orbit, which is given
by

SnF.x/ WD

n�1X
jD0

F.�jx/: (21)

The term symbolic dynamics is used loosely to denote a coding of orbits of a
flow by elements x 2† of a shift of finite type. In the case of a hyperbolic flow, this
coding extends to a Hölder-continuous� semiconjugacy with a suspension flow over
a shift of finite type with a Hölder-continuous height function F . Existence of such
semiconjugacies was proved in general for Axiom A flows by Bowen [10], and by
Ratner [35] for geodesic flows on negatively curved surfaces.

PROPOSITION 3.1 ([35, Theorems 2.1, 3.1, 4.1], [10])
For the geodesic flow �t on any compact surface ‡ with a Riemannian metric of
negative curvature there exists a suspension flow .†F ; 	t / over a shift of finite type
and a Hölder-continuous surjection � W†F ! S‡ such that

� ı 	t D �t ı � for all t 2R: (22)

The suspension flow .†F ; 	t / and the projection � can be chosen in such a way that
the following properties hold.
(A) For some N <1, the mapping � is at most N -to-1.
(B) The suspension flow and the geodesic flow have the same topological entropy

� > 0.
(C) For some " > 0,

(i) the projection � is �-almost surely one-to-one for every Gibbs state �
with entropy larger than � � ", and

�The implied metric on the suspension space†F is the taxicab metric induced by the flow �t and the metric d
on † specified above—see [13] for details. Roughly, the distance between two points in the suspension space is
the length of the shortest path between them that consists of finitely many segments along flow lines and finitely
many segments of the form Œ.x; s/; .x0; s/�. The metric on S‡ is the metric induced by the Riemannian metric
on T‡ (see, e.g., [32]).
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(ii) the number M.t/ of closed geodesics with more than one �-preimage
and prime period at most t satisfies

lim sup
t!1

t�1 logM.t/� � � ":

For the definition of a Gibbs state, see Section 4 below; both the Liouville mea-
sure and the maximum entropy-invariant measure are Gibbs states. The conclusions
(C)(i) and (C)(ii) are not explicitly stated in [10], but both follow from Bowen’s con-
struction. (See [30, Section 3] for further discussion of this point.) Finally, observe
that if � is a semiconjugacy as in Proposition 3.1, then so is the mapping �s D � ı	s ,
for any s 2R. (See Remark 3.8 for implications of this.)

3.2. Series’s construction
For the geodesic flow on a compact surface of constant negative curvature, a different
symbolic dynamics was constructed by Series in [38] (see also [12], and for related
constructions [2] and [24]). This construction is better suited to enumeration of self-
intersections. In this section, we give a résumé of some of the important features of
Series’s construction.

Assume first that ‡ has constant curvature �1 and genus g � 2. Then the univer-
sal covering space of ‡ is the hyperbolic plane D, realized as the unit disk with the
usual (Poincaré) metric. The fundamental group  D �1.‡/ is a discrete, finitely gen-
erated, cocompact group of isometries of D. Thus,‡ can be identified with D= . This
in turn can be identified with a fundamental polygon P , with compact closure in D,
whose sides are geodesic segments in D that are paired by elements in a (symmetric)
generating set for  . The polygon P can be chosen in such a way that the even corners
condition is satisfied: that is, each geodesic arc in @P extends to a complete geodesic
in D that is completely contained in

S
g2	 g.@P /. The geodesic lines in

S
g2	 g.@P /

project to closed geodesics in ‡ ; because the polygon P has only finitely many sides,
there are only finitely many such projections. Call these the boundary geodesics.

Except for those vectors tangent to one of the boundary geodesics, each unit
tangent vector v 2 S‡ can be uniquely lifted to the unit tangent bundle SD of the
hyperbolic plane in such a way that either the lifted vector L.v/ has base point in
the interior of P , or lies on the boundary of P but points into P . The vector L.v/
uniquely determines a geodesic line in D, with initial tangent vector L.v/, which
converges to distinct points on the circle at infinity as t !˙1. The mapping L W
S‡ ! SD is smooth except at those vectors that lift to vectors tangent to one of
the boundary geodesics; at these vectors, L is necessarily discontinuous. Denote by
„ � S‡ the set of all vectors v such that L.v/ is based at a point on the boundary
of P .
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For any shift .†C; �/, any x 2† or †C, and any subset J � ZC, let †CJ .x/ be
the cylinder set consisting of all y 2 †C such that xj D yj for all j 2 J . For any
sequence x 2†, denote by

xC D x0x1x2 � � � and x� D x�1x�2x�3 � � �

the forward and backward coordinate subsequences. The sequence x� need not be an
element of †C, since its coordinates are reversed. Let †� be the set of all x� such
that x 2 †; then .†�; �/ is a shift of finite type (whose transition matrix A� is the
transpose of A).

PROPOSITION 3.2 ([38, Theorem 3.1 and Section 4])
Let ‡ be a compact surface equipped with a Riemannian metric of constant curva-
ture �1. There exist a shift .†;�/ of finite type, a suspension flow .†F ; 	t / over the
shift, and surjective, Hölder-continuous mappings �˙ W†˙! @D and � W†F ! S‡

such that � is a semiconjugacy with the geodesic flow (i.e., equation (22) holds), and
such that the following properties hold:
(A) „D �.†� ¹0º/;
(B) the endpoints on @D of the geodesic with initial tangent vector L ı�.x; 0/ are

�˙.x
˙/;

(C) F.x/ is the time taken by this geodesic line to cross P .
Furthermore, the maps �˙ send cylinder sets†˙

Œ0;m�
.x/ onto closed arcs J˙m .x

˙/ such
that, for certain constants C <1 and 0 < ˇ1 < ˇ2 < 1 independent of m and x,
(D) the lengths of J˙m .x

˙/ are between Cˇm1 and Cˇm2 , and
(E) distinct arcs JCm .x

C/ and JCm .y
C/ of the same generation m have disjoint

interiors (and similarly when C is replaced by �).
Consequently, the semiconjugacy � fails to be one-to-one only for geodesics whose
lifts to D have at least one endpoint that is an endpoint of some arc J˙m .x/. Finally,
all but finitely many closed geodesics (the boundary geodesics) correspond uniquely
to periodic orbits of the suspension flow, and for each nonexceptional closed geodesic
the length of the representative sequence in † is the word length of the free homotopy
class relative to the standard generators of �1.‡/.

(See also [12].) The last point is important because it implies that the set of
geodesics where the semiconjugacy fails to be bijective is of first category, and has
measure zero under any Gibbs state (in particular, under the Liouville and maximum
entropy measures).

Series’s construction relies heavily on the hypothesis that the underlying metric
on ‡ is of constant negative curvature. However, the key features of her construc-
tion carry over to metrics of variable negative curvature by virtue of the conformal
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equivalence theorem (see, e.g., [37, Chapter V]) for negatively curved Riemannian
metrics on surfaces and by virtue of the structural stability theorem for Anosov flows
(see [3], [28], [15]). Structural stability applies only to small perturbations of Anosov
flows, and only geodesic flows on negatively curved surfaces are Anosov, so to use
structural stability globally for geodesic flows, we must be able to show that there is
a deformation (homotopy) taking one Riemannian metric to another through metrics
of negative curvature. The following easy proposition states that for surfaces, con-
formal equivalence of negatively curved metrics implies the existence of a smooth
deformation. (See [18] for a generalization to higher dimensions.)

PROPOSITION 3.3
Let %0; %1 be C1-Riemannian metrics on ‡ , both with everywhere negative scalar
curvatures. Then there exists a C1-deformation ¹%tºt2Œ0;1� through Riemannian met-
rics with everywhere negative scalar curvatures.

Proof
The conformal equivalence theorem (see [37, Chapter V, Theorem 1.3]) implies that
there exists a strictly positive C1-function r D e2u on ‡ such that %1 D r%0. The
scalar curvatures K0;K1 are related by the equation

K1 D e
�2u.K0 � 2�u/;

where � is the Laplace–Beltrami operator with respect to %0. Since K0 and K1 are
both negative everywhere, it follows that K0 � t�u < 0 for every t 2 Œ0; 1�. Thus, if
%t WD e

�2tu%0, then the curvatureKt D e�2tu.K0� t�u/ is everywhere negative, for
every t .

Fix Riemannian metrics %0 and %1 of negative curvature on ‡ such that %0 has
constant curvature �1, and let %s be a smooth deformation as in Proposition 3.3. The
geodesic flow on S‡ with respect to any Riemannian metric %s of negative curvature
is Anosov, and if the metrics %s vary smoothly with s, then so do the vector fields of
their geodesic flows. Hence, by the structural stability theorem, for each s 2 Œ0; 1�
there exists a Hölder-continuous homeomorphism ˆs W S‡ ! S‡ that maps %0-
geodesics to %s-geodesics. The Hölder exponent is constant in s, and the homeomor-
phisms ˆs vary smoothly with s in the Hölder topology (see [15]). Consequently, the
homotopy ˆs lifts to a homotopy Q̂ s W SD! SD of Hölder-continuous homeomor-
phisms of the universal covering space. Each homeomorphism Q̂ s maps %0-geodesics
to %s-geodesics, and for each %0-geodesic � the corresponding %s-geodesic Q̂ s.�/
converges to the same endpoints on the circle at infinity @D as does � .

Series’s construction gives a semiconjugacy �0 of a suspension flow .†F0 ; 	t /

with the %0-geodesic flow on S‡ that is nearly one-to-one in the senses described
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in Proposition 3.2. We have just seen that there is a homotopy of Hölder-continuous
homeomorphisms ˆs W S‡ ! S‡ such that each ˆs maps %0-geodesics to
%s-geodesics. Set ˆ D ˆ1; because ˆ is Hölder, it lifts to the suspension flow: in
particular, there exist Hölder-continuous F1 W †! .0;1/ and �1 W †F1 ! S‡ and
a Hölder-continuous homeomorphism‰ W†F0!†F1 that maps fibers of†F0 home-
omorphically onto fibers of †F1 and that satisfies the conditions

‰.x; 0/D .x; 0/ for every x 2†; and (23)

�1 ı‰ D ˆ ı �0: (24)

Thus, the projection �1 W†F1! S‡ is a semiconjugacy between the suspension flow
on †F1 and the geodesic flow on S‡ relative to the metric %1.

COROLLARY 3.4
For any negatively curved Riemannian metric %1 on a compact surface ‡ , the sus-
pension flow .†F1 ; 	t / and the semiconjugacy �1 W †F1 ! S‡ in Proposition 3.1
can be chosen in such a way that � is one-to-one except on a set of first category, and
only finitely many closed geodesics have more than one preimage.

3.3. Symbolic dynamics and self-intersection counts
For surfaces of constant curvature �1, the symbolic dynamics have the convenient
property that the geodesic segments p ı �.Fx/ and p ı �.Fy/ corresponding to two
distinct fibers of the suspension flow can intersect at most once, since each is a single
crossing of the fundamental polygon. Since it will be easiest for us to count self-
intersections of a long geodesic by counting pairs of fibers whose images cross, we
begin by recording a simple modification of the symbolic dynamics that guarantees
only single crossings.

LEMMA 3.5
Given any sufficiently small " > 0, we can assume, without loss of generality, that the
suspension flow has been chosen in such a way that the height function F satisfies
0 < F � ".

Proof
This can be arranged by a simple refinement of the symbolic dynamics constructed
above. First, consider the suspension flow obtained by cutting the sections of the flow
space lying above particular initial symbols x0 D a into boxes, refining the alphabet
so that there is one symbol per box, and adjusting the transition rule and the height
function accordingly. In detail, fix an integer m � 1, replace the original alphabet A

by the augmented alphabet A� WDA � Œm�, where Œm�D ¹1; 2; : : : ;mº, and replace
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the transition matrix A by the matrix A� defined by

A�
�
.a; j /; .a0; j 0/

�
D 1 if aD a0 and j 0 D j C 1�m;

D 1 if A.a;a0/D 1 and j 0 D 1; j Dm;

D 0 otherwise.

Define the shift .†�; ��/ on the enlarged alphabet, with transition matrix A�, accord-
ingly. Let 
 WA�! A be the projection on the first coordinate, and let 
� W †�!
† be the induced projection of the corresponding sequence spaces. Finally, define
F � W†�! .0;1/ by F �.x�/D F.
�.x�//=m. Then the mapping p� W†�F �!†F

defined by

p�
�
.x; j /; s

�
D
�
x; sC .j � 1/F �.x/

�

provides a conjugacy between the suspension flow .†�F �; 	
�
t / with .†F ; 	t /. By

choosing m large, we can arrange that F � < ".
Unfortunately, this construction introduces periodicity into the underlying shift

.†�; �/. This is a nuisance, because the basic results of thermodynamic formalism
(see [11], [31]) that we will need later, including the central limit theorem (see [34]),
require that the underlying shift be topologically mixing. But a simple modification of
the foregoing construction can be used to destroy the periodicity. Choose one symbol
a| 2A, and for this symbol only, cut the section of the flow space †F over a| into
mC 1 boxes, instead of the m used in the construction above. Adjust the transition
rule A�, the height function F , and the projection mapping p� in the obvious manner
to obtain a suspension flow conjugate to the original flow. The underlying shift for
this modified suspension will be aperiodic, by virtue of the fact that the original shift
.†;�/ is aperiodic.

Observe that in both of these constructions, the cylinder sets of the modified
shift .†�; ��/ are contained in cylinder sets of .†;�/ of comparable length (i.e.,
within a factor mC 1). Since, in Series’s symbolic dynamics cylinder, sets of length
n correspond to boundary arcs in ıD with lengths exponentially decaying in n, the
same will be true for the modified symbolic dynamics.

By virtue of this lemma, we can assume without loss of generality that the sus-
pension flow has been chosen in such a way that the images (under the projection
p ı �) of any two distinct fibers Fx and Fy intersect at most once in ‡ . Thus, the
number of self-intersections of any geodesic segment can be computed by partitioning
the segment into the images of successive fibers (the first and last segment will only
represent partial fibers) and counting how many pairs intersect. With this in mind,
define h W† �†! ¹0; 1º by setting h.x;y/D 1 if the fibers Fx and Fy over x and
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y project to geodesic segments on ‡ that intersect (transversally), and h.x;y/ D 0
if not. Clearly, for any periodic sequence x 2 † with minimal period m, the image
(under p ı �) of the periodic orbit of the suspension flow containing the point .x; 0/
will be a closed geodesic � with self-intersection count

N.�/D
1

2

mX
iD1

mX
jD1

h.� ix;�jx/: (25)

The function h is not continuous, because a small change in the endpoints or
directions of two intersecting geodesic segments can destroy the intersection. Never-
theless, for “most” sequences x;y 2†, a “small” number of coordinates xj , yj will
determine whether or not the geodesic segments corresponding to the fibers Fx and
Fy intersect. Here is a way to make this precise. For each m � 1 and each sequence
x 2†, denote by †Œ�m;m�.x/ the cylinder set consisting of all y 2† that agree with
x in all coordinates �m � j � m. For any two sequences x;y 2 † such that the
geodesic segments p ı �.Fx/ and p ı �.Fy/ intersect, let m.x;y/ be the least non-
negative integer with the following property: for every pair of sequences x0; y0 such
that x0 2 †Œ�m;m�.x/ and y0 2 †Œ�m;m�.y/, the geodesic segments p ı �.Fx0/ and
p ı �.Fy0/ intersect, where Fx0 and Fy0 are the fibers of the suspension space over
x0 and y0, respectively. For sequences x;y such that the segments p ı �.Fx/ and
p ı �.Fy/ do not intersect, set m.x;y/D�1. Define

hm.x; y/D 1 if m.x;y/Dm� 0;
(26)

D 0 otherwise:

LEMMA 3.6
The function h decomposes as

h.x;y/D

1X
mD0

hm.x; y/C h1.x; y/; (27)

where h1.x; y/ ¤ 0 (in which case h1.x; y/ D 1) only if the geodesic segments
p ı �.Fx/ and p ı �.Fy/ intersect at an endpoint of one of the two segments. The
functions hm satisfy the following properties:
(A1) hm.x; y/ depends only on the coordinates xi , yi with ji j �m;
(A2) hm.x; y/¤ 0 for at most one m; and
(A3) for some 0 < % < 1 and C <1 not depending on n, if

P
m�n hm.x; y/ C

h1.x; y/¤ 0, then the geodesics corresponding to the orbits of the suspension
flow through .x; 0/ and .y; 0/ intersect either
(a) at an angle less than C%n, or
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(b) at a point at distance less than C%n from one of the endpoints of one
of the segments p ı �.Fx/ or p ı �.Fy/.

Proof
Only statement (A3) is nontrivial. Since the projection � W †F ! S‡ is Hölder-
continuous, it suffices to prove that for all large n, if two geodesic segments intersect
at an angle larger than C%n and at a point at distance greater than C%n from any
of the endpoints, then so will two geodesic segments of the same length whose ini-
tial points/directions are within distance C%2n of the initial points/directions of the
original pair of geodesic segments. This holds because at small distances, geodesic
segments on ‡ look like straight line segments in the tangent space (to the intersec-
tion point).

A formula similar to (25) holds for the self-intersection count N.t/DN.t I�/ of
an arbitrary geodesic segment �Œ0; t � (which, in general, will not be a closed curve).
As in the case of closed geodesics, the self-intersection count can be computed by
partitioning the segment into the images of successive fibers and counting how many
pairs intersect. However, for arbitrary geodesic segments, the first and last segment
will only represent partial fibers, and so intersections with these must be counted
accordingly.

For x;y 2† and 0� s < F.x/, define g0.s; x; y/ to be 1 if the geodesic segment
corresponding to the fiber Fy intersects the segment corresponding to the partial fiber

®
.x; t/ W 0� t < s

¯
;

and zero if not. Similarly, define g1.s; x; y/ to be 1 if the geodesic segment corre-
sponding to the fiber Fy intersects the segment corresponding to the partial fiber

®
.x; t/ W s � t < F.x/

¯
;

and zero if not. If � is the geodesic ray whose initial tangent vector is p ı �.x; s/,
then the self-intersection count for the geodesic segment �Œ0; t � is given by

N.t I�/D
1

2


X
iD0


X
jD1

h.� ix;�jx/�


X
iD1

g0.s; x; �
ix/

�


X
iD0

g1
�
S
C1F.x/� t C s; �


x;� ix
�
˙ error; (28)

where

� D �t .x/Dmin
®
n� 0 W SnC1F.x/� t

¯
: (29)
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The error term accounts for possible intersections between the initial and final seg-
ments, and hence is bounded in magnitude by 2. Because it is bounded, it has no effect
on the distribution of .N.t/� �t2/=t in the large-t limit. Note that whereas the first
double sum in (28) will have magnitude O.t2/ for large t , each of the single sums
will have magnitude O.t/. Since the order of magnitude of the fluctuations in (2) is
O.T /, it follows that the single sums in (28) will have an appreciable effect on the
distribution of the normalized self-intersection counts in (2).

The following proposition summarizes the key features of the construction.

PROPOSITION 3.7
For any compact surface of constant curvature �1 there exists a topologically mixing
shift .†;�/ of finite type, a Hölder-continuous height function F W †! RC, and
functions hm W†�†! Œ0; 1� satisfying (A1)–(A3) of Lemma 3.6 such that:
(SD-1) with only finitely many exceptions, each prime closed geodesic corresponds

uniquely to a necklace;
(SD-2) the length of each such closed geodesic is SnF.x/, where n is the minimal

period of the necklace x; and
(SD-3) the number of self-intersections of any such closed geodesic is given by (25),

with h defined by (27).
(Here a necklace is an equivalence class of periodic sequences, where two periodic
sequences are considered equivalent if one is a shift of the other.) Furthermore, there
exists a semiconjugacy of the symbolic flow 	t on †F with the geodesic flow that is
one-to-one except on a set of first category. For any geodesic � , the numberN.t I�/ of
self-intersections of the segment �Œ0; t � is given by (28), with the error bounded by 2.

Remark 3.8
The choice of the Poincaré section in the construction of the suspension flow is impor-
tant because it determines the locations of the discontinuities of the function h in the
representation (25), which in turn determine how well h.x;y/ can be represented by
functions that depend on only finitely many coordinates of x and y (see property
(A3) in Lemma 3.6). This choice is somewhat arbitrary; other Poincaré sections can
be obtained in a number of ways, the simplest of which is by moving points of the
original section forward a distance r along the flow lines (equivalently, replacing the
semiconjugacy � of Proposition 3.1 by �r D � ı 	r ). This has the effect of changing
the function h as follows. Define hr W† �†! ¹0; 1º by setting hr.x; y/D 1 if the
.p ı �/-projections of the suspension flow segments

F r
x WD

®
	s.x/

¯
r�s<F .x/Cr

and F r
y WD

®
	s.y/

¯
r�s<F .y/Cr

(30)

intersect transversally on ‡ and by setting hr.x; y/D 0 if not. Clearly, the represen-
tation (25) for the self-intersection counts of closed geodesics remains valid with h
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replaced by any hr . Similarly, the representation (2) for the self-intersection count
of an arbitrary geodesic segment will hold when h, g0, and g1 are replaced by hr ,
gr0, and gr1, where gri are the obvious modifications of gi . The function hr can be
decomposed as

hr D

1X
mD0

hrmC h
r
1; (31)

where hrm.x; y/ and hr1.x; y/ are defined in analogous fashion to the functions hm
and h1 above, in particular, hrm.x; y/D 1 if m is the smallest positive integer such
that hr .x0; y0/D 1 for all pairs x0; y0 that agree with x;y in coordinates jj j �m, and
hrm.x; y/D 0 otherwise. These functions once again satisfy properties (A1)–(A2) of
Lemma 3.6. Property (A3) is replaced by the following (A3)0: if

P
n�m h

"
n.x; y/C

h"1.x; y/¤ 0, then the geodesic segments corresponding to the suspension flow seg-
ments F r

x and F r
y intersect either

(a) at an angle less than C%m, or
(b) at a point at distance less than C%m from one of the endpoints of p ı �.F r

x /

or p ı �.F r
y /.

4. Gibbs states and thermodynamic formalism

4.1. Standing conventions
We will adhere (mostly) to the notation and terminology of Bowen in [11]. How-
ever, we will suppress the dependence of various objects on the transition matrix
A of the underlying subshift of finite type, since this will be fixed throughout the
paper: thus, the spaces of one-sided and two-sided sequences will be denoted by †C

and †, respectively, and the spaces of ˛-Hölder-continuous real-valued functions on
these sequence spaces by F C and F . (With one exception (Section 4.2), the Hölder
exponent ˛ will also be fixed throughout this paper, so henceforth we will refer to
˛-Hölder functions as Hölder functions.) The spaces F D F˛ and F C D F C˛ are
Banach spaces with norm

kf k D kf k˛ D jf j˛ Ckf k1; where

jf j˛ D sup
n�0

sup
x;yWxjDyj8jj j�n

ˇ̌
f .x/� f .y/

ˇ̌
=˛n:

For any sequence x 2† or x 2†C and any interval J D ¹k;kC1; : : : ; lº of Z or
N, denote by xJ or x.J / the subsequence xkxkC1 � � �xl , and let †J .x/ (or †CJ .x/)
be the cylinder set consisting of all sequences y 2 † such that y.J / D x.J /. For
any n 2 N, let Œn� D ¹1; 2; : : : ; nº. For any continuous, real-valued function ' and
any probability measure � on † or †C, denote by E�' D

R
' d� the expectation of
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' with respect to �, by Pr.'/ the topological pressure of ' (see [11, Lemma 1.20,
Section 2C]), and for each interval J � Z, write

SJ' D
X
i2J

' ı � i :

Following Bowen we will also write Sn' D SŒn�' ı ��1 D
Pn�1
iD0 ' ı �

i for any inte-
ger n� 1.

4.2. Gibbs states
For each real-valued function ' 2 F there is a unique Gibbs state �' , which is by
definition a shift-invariant probability measure �' on † for which there are constants
0 < C1 <C2 <1 such that, for every finite interval J � Z,

C1 �
�'.†J .x//

exp¹SJ'.x/� jJ jPr.'/º
� C2 (32)

for all x 2 †. When the potential function ' is fixed, we will delete the subscript '
and write � in place of �' .

If the underlying shift .†;�/ is topologically mixing—as we will assume
throughout—then every Gibbs state � D �' is mixing (and therefore ergodic) and
has positive entropy. Moreover, there exists ˛D ˛' < 1 such that for every n� 1, all
cylinder sets †Œ0;n�.x/ of generation n have �-probabilities less than ˛n. In addition,
correlations decay exponentially, in the following sense. For any subset J � Z, let BJ

be the � -algebra of Borel subsets G of † whose indicator functions 1G depend only
on the coordinates n 2 J . Then for each Gibbs state � D �' , there exist constants
C D C' <1 and 0 < ˇD ˇ' < 1 such that for each n� 1,

ˇ̌
�.G \G0/��.G/�.G0/

ˇ̌
� Cˇn�.G/�.G0/ 8G 2B.�1;0�;G

0 2BŒn;1/: (33)

This implies that, for any specification of the “past” � � �!�1!0, the conditional dis-
tribution of the “future” !n!nC1 � � � differs from the unconditional distribution by at
most 2Cˇn in total variation norm. The exponential mixing property can be expressed
in the following equivalent form (see [31, pp. 29–30]): for any two ˛-Hölder functions
v;w such that E�wD 0,

ˇ̌
E�v.w ı �

n/
ˇ̌
� Cˇnkvk1kwk˛; (34)

where kwk˛ is the Hölder norm of w.
The uniform mixing property (33) implies that it is unlikely that a random

sequence x 2† chosen according to the law of a Gibbs state will have long repeating
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strings at fixed locations. This is made precise in the next lemma; it will be used in
Section 7 below (see Lemma 7.7) to show that self-intersections at very small angles
are highly unlikely.

LEMMA 4.1
For any Gibbs state � there exists 0 < ˇ < 1 such that, for all k ¤ 0 and all suffi-
ciently large m� 1,

�¹x 2† W xi D xiCk for all 0� i �mº � ˇm: (35)

Proof
The mixing inequality (33) and � -invariance of � imply that there exist an integer
L � 1 and 0 < ˇ < 1 such that, for every L0 � L and every symbol a 2 A of the
underlying alphabet,

�.xL0Cn D a jB.�1;n�/� ˇ for all n 2 Z:

We will consider two separate cases: first, k � L; and second, 1 � k < L. (Since
every Gibbs state is � -invariant, it suffices to consider only positive values of k.) In
the first case,

�.xi D xkCi 81� i � nL/ � �.xiL D xkCiL 81� i � n/

D E�

nY
iD1

�.xiL D xkCiL jB.�1;kC.i�1/L�/

� ˇn:

In the case 1� k < L, there will be a multiple of k in every interval of length L, so
we can choose m1 <m2 < � � �<mn such that jL�mjk < jLCL for each j � n.
Now the requirement that xi D xiCk for all 1 � i � nL forces x0 D xmj k for every
j � n; consequently,

�.xi D xkCi 81� i � nL/ � �.x0 D xmj k 81� j � n/

D E�

Œn=2�Y
jD1

�.xm2j k D x0 jB.�1;m2j�2k�/

� ˇŒn=2�:

Two functions '; 2 F are said to be cohomologous if their difference is a
cocycle u � u ı � , with u 2 F . If ' and  are cohomologous, then �' D � and
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Pr.'/ D Pr. /. According to a theorem of Livsic [11, Lemma 1.6], for every ˛-
Hölder function ' there exist

p
˛-Hölder functions 'C; '� both cohomologous to '

(and therefore mutually cohomologous) such that 'C.x/ depends only on the forward
coordinates x1; x2; : : : of x and '�.x/ depends only on the backward coordinates
x0; x�1; : : : .

For any function ' 2 F C, the Gibbs state �' is related to the Perron–Frobenius
eigenfunction h' and eigenmeasure 
' of the Ruelle operator L' W F

C! F C asso-
ciated with ' (see [11, Chapter 1, Section C]). In particular, if h' and 
' are normal-
ized so that 
' and h'
' both have total mass 1, and if �' is the Perron–Frobenius
eigenvalue, then

d�' D h'd
' and �' D exp
®
Pr.'/

¯
: (36)

4.3. Suspensions
Say that a function f 2 F (or F C) is nonarithmetic if there is no function g 2 F

valued in a discrete additive subgroup of R to which f is cohomologous. If F 2 F

is strictly positive, then the suspension flow with height function F is topologically
mixing if and only if F is nonarithmetic (see, e.g., [30]). This is the case, in particular,
for the suspension flow discussed in Section 3.

Assume henceforth that F is a strictly positive, nonarithmetic, Hölder-continuous
function on †, and let †F be the corresponding suspension space. For each � -
invariant probability measure � on †, define the suspension of � relative to F to
be the flow-invariant probability measure �� on †F with cylinder probabilities

��
�
†Œn�.x/� Œ0; a�

�
D
a�.†Œn�.x//R

†
F d�

(37)

for any cylinder set †Œn�.x/ and any a � 0 such that a � F on †Œn�.x/. (Here and
elsewhere we use the notation Œn� to denote the set of integers ¹1; 2; : : : ; nº.) For the
geodesic flow on a compact, negatively curved surface, both the Liouville measure
and the maximum entropy measure lift to the suspensions of Gibbs states; for the
maximum entropy measure, the corresponding Gibbs state is ���F where � > 0 is
the unique real number such that Pr.��F /D 0, and this value of � is the topological
entropy of the flow (see [1], also [22]). If the surface has constant negative curvature,
then the Liouville and maximum entropy measures are the same, but if the surface has
variable negative curvature, then the Liouville measure is mutually singular with the
maximum entropy measure, and so the potential function for the corresponding Gibbs
state is not cohomologous to �ıF . This is what accounts for the difference between
constant and variable negative curvature in Theorem 1.3.

If the suspension flow is topologically mixing, then the suspension of any Gibbs
state is mixing for the flow. This fact is equivalent to a renewal theorem, which can
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be formulated as follows. For each T 2RC and each x 2†, define

�.x/D �T .x/Dmin
®
n� 1 W SnF.x/ > T

¯
and

(38)
RT .x/D S
.x/F.x/� T:

PROPOSITION 4.2
Assume that the shift .†;�/ is topologically mixing and that F 2 F is positive and
nonarithmetic. Then for any Gibbs state � and all bounded, continuous functions
f;g W†!R and h WR!R,

lim
T!1

Z
†

f .x/g
�
� 
.x/.x/

�
h
�
RT .x/

�
d�.x/

D

Z
f .x/d�.x/�

Z
†F

g.x/h.t/ d��.x; t/; (39)

where �� is the suspension of �.

The special case where f 	 g 	 1 is of particular interest, because it yields
estimates of the probability that RT falls in an interval. In particular, it implies that
there exists C <1 such that, for all " > 0, all a � 0, and all sufficiently large T (i.e.,
all T > t"),

�
®
x 2† W a �RT .x/� aC "

¯
� C": (40)

We will say that two (or more) weakly convergent sequences XT ; YT of random
variables, vectors, or sequences are asymptotically independent as T !1 if the joint
distribution of .XT ; YT / converges weakly to the product of the limit distributions of
XT and YT , that is, if for all bounded, continuous real-valued functions u;v,

lim
T!1

Eu.XT /v.YT /D
�

lim
T!1

Eu.XT /
��

lim
T!1

Ev.YT /
�
:

In this terminology, Proposition 4.2 asserts that the “overshoot” random variable
RT .x/ is asymptotically independent of the state variables x and � 
.x/.x/.

If x 2† is chosen randomly according to an ergodic, shift-invariant probability
measure �, then �T .x/will be random. However, when T is large the random variable
is to first order of approximation “predictable” in that the error in the approximation
�T 
 T=E�F is of order OP .1=

p
T /. More precisely, we have the following.

PROPOSITION 4.3
Assume that F W †! R and g W †! R

k are Hölder-continuous functions, with
F > 0, and let � be a Gibbs state for the shift .†;�/. Then there exist a constant
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b > 0 (depending on � and F ) and a k � k positive semidefinite matrix M (depend-
ing on �, F , and g) such that as T !1,

�T � T=E�F

b
p
T

H) Normal.0; 1/ and (41)

S
T g � TE�g=E�Fp
T

H) Normalk.0;M/: (42)

Moreover, the limiting covariance matrix M is strictly positive definite unless some
linear combination of the coordinate functions gi is cohomologous to F C c for
some constant c. Finally, the random vector .S
g�TE�g=E�F /=T 1=2 and the ran-
dom variable .�T � T=E�F /=T 1=2 are asymptotically independent of the overshoot
RT .x/D S
.x/F.x/� T and the state variables x and � 
.x/x.

Both (41) and (42) are consequences of Ratner’s central limit theorem. (See in
particular [34, proof of Theorem 2.1]. The vector-valued central limit theorem fol-
lows from the scalar central limit theorem by the so-called Cramer–Wold device—
see, e.g., [4, Chapter 1].) The last assertion (regarding asymptotic independence) can
be proved by standard methods in renewal theory (see, e.g., [39]); roughly speaking,
it holds because the values of the random variables RT .x/ and � 
.x/x are mainly
determined by the last O.1/ steps before time �.x/, whereas the values of .S
g �
T 2E�g=.E�F /

2/=T 3=2 and other “bulk” random variables are mostly determined
long before time �.x/.

5. U -statistics

5.1. U -statistics with random limits of summation
Let .†;�/ be a two-sided shift of finite type, and let F W †! .0;1/ be a Hölder-
continuous function. Assume that F is nonarithmetic: this ensures that the conclu-
sions of Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 are valid. As in Section 4.3, define � D �T W†! ZC

to be the first passage time to the level T > 0 by the sequence SnF (see equation (38)).
Let h W † �†! R be a symmetric, Borel-measurable function. Our interest in this
section is the distribution of the random variable

UT .x/ WD


.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

h.� ix;�jx/ for x 2†; (43)

under a Gibbs state � or, more generally, under a probability measure that is abso-
lutely continuous with respect to a Gibbs state. Random variables of this form—but
with the random time �.x/ replaced by a constant n—are known in probability theory
as U -statistics, and have a well-developed limit theory (see [19], [16]). Unfortunately,
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the standard results of this literature do not apply here, for three reasons: (a) because
here the limits of summation in (43) are themselves random variables, (b) because no
continuity requirements have been imposed on the function h, and (c) because of the
peculiar nature of the dependence in the sequence ¹�nxºn2Z.

5.2. Convergence in law under Gibbs states
Fix a probability measure � on †.

HYPOTHESIS 5.1
The kernel h admits a decomposition hD

P1
mD1 hm such that

(H0) each hm W†!R is a symmetric function of its arguments;
(H1) there exists C <1 such that

P
m�1 jhmj � C on †�†;

(H2) hm.x; y/ depends only on the coordinates xj ; yj such that jj j �m; and
(H3) there exist C <1 and 0 < ˇ < 1 such that for all m� 1 and j 2 Z,Z

†

ˇ̌
hm.x; �

jx/
ˇ̌
d�.x/� Cˇm: (44)

Definition 5.2
For any bounded, symmetric, measurable function h W † � †! R and any Borel
probability measure � on†, define the Hoeffding projection hC W†!R of u relative
to � by

hC.x/D

Z
†

h.x;y/d�.y/:

Say that the kernel h is centered relative to � if its Hoeffding projection is identically
zero.

Our interest is in the large-T limiting behavior of the random variable UT defined
by (43) (more precisely, its distribution) under a Gibbs state or a probability measure
that is absolutely continuous with respect to a Gibbs state. Observe that if � is a
Gibbs state and if h satisfies Hypothesis 5.1 relative to �, then the corresponding
Hoeffding projection hC.x/ is Hölder-continuous on †, even though h itself might
not be continuous. The following theorem will show that under Hypothesis 5.1, two
types of limit behavior are possible, depending on whether or not hC is cohomologous
to a scalar multiple aF of F . Set

Q�T D
� � T=E�F
p
T

: (45)

THEOREM 5.3
Let � D �' be a Gibbs state, and let h W † � †! R be a function that satisfies
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Hypothesis 5.1, for �D �. If the Hoeffding projection hC of h relative to � is coho-
mologous to aF for some scalar a 2R, then as T !1,

QUT D
UT � .a=E�F /T

2

T

D
�!G (46)

for some probability distribution G on R. Otherwise,

QUT D
UT � .E�hC=E�F

2/T 2

T 3=2
D
�!Gaussian (47)

for a proper Gaussian distribution on R. Furthermore, in either case the random
vector . QUT ; Q�T /, the state variables x;� 
.x/, and the overshoot random variable RT
are asymptotically independent as T !1.

Proof strategy
The logic of the proof is as follows. First, we will show that the theorem is true
for centered kernels h such that h.x;y/ depends only on finitely many coordinates
of the arguments x;y. This will use Proposition 4.3. Second, we will prove by an
approximation argument that the truth of the theorem for centered kernels can be
deduced from the special case of centered kernels that depend on only finitely many
coordinates. This step will use moment estimates that depend on Hypothesis 5.1 (in
particular, on the critical assumption (H3)). Third, we will show that to prove the
theorem in the general case it suffices to consider the case where the kernel h is
centered. For ease of exposition, we will present the third step before the second;
however, this step will rely on the other two.

Observe that the validity of (46) and (47) is not affected by rescaling of either T
or h. Consequently, there is no loss of generality in assuming that E�F D 1 and that
the constants C;C 0 in Hypothesis 5.1 are C D C 0 D 1.

Step 1
Assume first that h is centered (thus, hC is cohomologous to aF with aD 0, and so
case (46) of Theorem 5.3 applies) and that h.x;y/ depends only on the coordinates
x1x2 � � �xm and y1y2 � � �ym. Then the function h assumes only finitely many different
values, and these are given by a symmetric, real, square matrix h.�; �/, where � and
� range over the set †m of all length-m words occurring in infinite sequences x 2†.
This matrix induces a real, Hermitian operator L on the finite-dimensional subspace
of L2.†;�/ consisting of functions that depend only on the coordinates x1x2 � � �xm.
Let Dm be the dimension of this subspace. Because h is centered, the operator L
contains the constants in its null space. Consequently, all other eigenfunctions 'k
are orthogonal to the constant function 1, and thus, in particular, have mean zero. It
follows by the spectral theorem for symmetric matrices that the U -statistic (43) can
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be written as

UT .x/D


.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

DmX
kD2

�k'k.�
ix/'k.�

jx/D

DmX
kD2

�k

�
.x/X
iD1

'k.�
ix/
�2
:

Therefore, Proposition 4.3 implies that as T !1,

�
Q�T ;
� 1
p
T


X
iD1

'k ı �
i
�
2�k�D.m/

�
D
�!N.0;A/ (48)

for some possibly degenerate .Dm � 1/-dimensional multivariate normal distribu-
tion N.0;A/. The convergence (46) follows, with a D 0 and G the distribution of
the quadratic form of the multivariate normal. Proposition 4.3 also implies that the
random vector (48) is asymptotically independent of x, � 
.x/x, and RT .x/; conse-
quently, so is the random vector with components UT =T and Q�T .

Step 3
Assume that the result is true for all centered kernels. We will show that the theorem
then holds for any noncentered kernel satisfying Hypothesis 5.1. Recall that if h sat-
isfies Hypothesis 5.1, then its Hoeffding projection hC is Hölder-continuous. There
are two cases to consider, according to whether or not hC is cohomologous to a scalar
multiple of F . Consider first the case where hC is cohomologous to aF for some
a 2R. Thus, E�hC D a (since E�F D 1), and so for some coboundary w �w ı � ,

h.x;y/D h0.x; y/C hC.x/C hC.y/� a

D h0.x; y/C aF.x/C aF.y/Cw.x/�w.�x/�w.y/�w.�y/� a;

where h0.x; y/ is centered. This implies that

UT D


.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

h.� ix;�jx/

D


.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

h0.�
ix;�jx/C 2a�.x/S
.x/F.x/� a�.x/

2

C �.x/
�
w.x/�w.� 
.x/x/

�

D


.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

h0.�
ix;�jx/C aT 2C a

�
�.x/� T

�2
C a�.x/RT .x/

C �.x/
�
w.x/�w.� 
.x/x/

�

DW VT C aT
2C a

�
�.x/� T

�2
C a�.x/RT .x/C �.x/

�
w.x/�w.� 
.x/x/

�
;
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where VT is the U -statistic (43) with the kernel h replaced by the centered ker-
nel h0. Now as T !1, �.x/=T ! 1 almost surely, by the ergodic theorem, and
both RT and Q�T converge in distribution, by Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. Consequently,
the convergence (46) and the joint asymptotic independence assertions hold because
by assumption they hold for centered kernels.

Next, consider the case where hC is not cohomologous to a scalar multiple of F ;
we must prove (47). As above, we assume without loss of generality that E�F D 1.
Let h0 be the centered kernel defined by

h.x;y/D h0.x; y/C hC.x/C hC.y/� b;

where b DE�hC; then

UT D


.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

h0.�
ix;�jx/C 2�.x/S
.x/hC.x/� b�.x/

2

D


.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

h0.�
ix;�jx/C 2�.x/

�
S
.x/hC.x/� b�.x/

�
C bT 2

C b
�
�.x/2 � T 2

�
:

Now consider the effect of dividing this quantity by T 3=2. Since the kernel h0 is cen-
tered, the double sum divided by T converges in distribution (by our hypothesis that
the theorem is true for centered kernels); hence, if it is divided by T 3=2, it will con-
verge to zero. Thus, asymptotically as T !1, the distribution of .UT�bT 2/=T

3=2

is determined by the remaining terms 2�.S
 � b�/=T 3=2 and b.�2 � T 2/=T 3=2. The
ergodic theorem implies that �=T ! 1, and the central limit theorem (Proposition 4.3)
implies that .S
hC � bT /=T 1=2 and Q�T D .� � T /=T 1=2 converge jointly in distri-
bution to a 2-dimensional Gaussian distribution; consequently,

2�.x/.S
.x/hC.x/� b�.x//C b.�.x/
2 � T 2/

T 3=2
D
�!Gaussian:

This proves (47). The asymptotic independence assertions follow directly from Propo-
sition 4.3.

Step 2
Assume, finally, that h is a centered kernel which satisfies Hypothesis 5.1. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that the functions hm in the decomposition h DP1
mD1 hm are themselves centered, because replacing each hm.x; y/ by hm.x; y/�
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hCm.x/� h
C
m.y/ does not change the validity of Hypothesis 5.1. Set

vm D

mX
kD1

hk and wm D

1X
kDmC1

hk :

Then each vm is centered, so by Step 1, the result is true if vm is substituted for h in
the definition of UT (but of course the limit distribution G DGm will depend on m).
Consequently, to prove the result for h it suffices to show that for any " > 0 there
exists m sufficiently large so that

�
°
x W
ˇ̌
ˇ

.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

wm.�
ix;�jx/

ˇ̌
ˇ> "T

±
< " (49)

for all sufficiently large T .
Fix 0 < ı < 1=6, and set

n� D n�.T /D bT � T
1=2Cıc and

nC D nC.T /D bT C T
1=2Cıc:

By the central limit theorem (Proposition 4.3), n� < � < nC with �-probability
approaching 1 as T !1; thus �.x/ is essentially limited to one of T 1=2Cı different
possible values. Therefore, by the Chebyshev inequality and a crude union bound, to
establish (49) it suffices to prove the following.

LEMMA 5.4
For each " > 0 there exists m sufficiently large that for all large T ,

E�

� n�X
iD1

n�X
jD1

wm.�
ix;�jx/

�2
< "T 2 and (50)

max
n��n�nC

E�

� nX
iD1

nX
jD1

wm.�
ix;�jx/�

n�X
iD1

n�X
jD1

wm.�
ix;�jx/

�4
< "T 3C2ı : (51)

Proof of (50)
This will use assumption (H3) and also the fact that Gibbs states have exponentially
decaying correlations (see (33)). Since hk.x; y/ depends only on the coordinates
xi ; yi with ji j � k, and since jhkj � 1 (see the earlier remark on scaling), exponential
correlation decay implies that for all k; r � 1,

ˇ̌
E
�
hk.x; �

kCrx/
ˇ̌
B.�1;k�[Œ2kC2r;1/

�ˇ̌
� Cˇr : (52)
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For convenience, we will assume that the constants 0 < ˇ < 1 in (33) and in assump-
tion (H3) are the same (if the two constants are different, replace the smaller with the
larger).

When the square in (50) is expanded, the resulting terms have the form

Ehk.�
ix;�jx/hk0.�

i 0x;�j
0

x/;

with k;k0 �m and i; i 0; j; j 0 � n� � T . Let � be the largest integer such that one of
the four indices i; i 0; j; j 0 is separated from all of the other three by a gap of size �,
and let k� D max.k; k0/. Then by the exponential correlation decay inequality (52)
and assumption (H3) (using the fact that jhkhk0 j � jhk� j),

ˇ̌
Ehk.�

ix;�jx/hk0.�
i 0x;�j

0

x/
ˇ̌
� C min.ˇ��2k� ; ˇk�/:

For any given value of �� 1, the number of quadruples i; i 0; j; j 0 � T with maximal
gap size � is bounded above by 24T 2.2� C 1/2. (There are roughly T 2 choices
for two of the indices; once such a choice .l; l 0/ is made, then one of the remaining
indices must be located within the interval of radius � centered at l , and the other
within the corresponding interval centered at l 0. The factor 24D 4Š accounts for the
possible permutations of the indices.) Furthermore, for each k� � m the number of
pairs k;k0 �m such that max.k; k0/D k� is less than 2k�. Consequently,

E�

� n�X
iD1

n�X
jD1

wm.�
ix;�jx/

�2
� C 0T 2

1X
k�Dm

1X
�D0

.2�C 1/2k�min.ˇ��2k� ; ˇk�/;

where C 0 D 48. By choosing m sufficiently large one can make this bound smaller
than "T 2.

Proof of (51)
This is similar to the proof of (50), the difference being that here it is necessary to
count octuples instead of quadruples. The key once again is the exponential correla-
tion decay inequality (52): this implies that for any four triples ir ; jr ; kr ,

ˇ̌
ˇE�

4Y
rD1

hkr .�
irx;�jrx/

ˇ̌
ˇ� C min.ˇ��2k� ; ˇk�/;

where k� D max1�r�4 kr and where � is the maximal gap separating one of the
indices ir ; jr from the remaining seven. For each r � 4, the indices ir ; jr that occur
in (51) are constrained as follows (taking ir to be the smaller of the two): either

1� ir � n� � jr � n or n� � ir � jr � n:
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Consequently, for each �� 1, the total number of octuples .ir ; jr/1�r�4 with maxi-
mal gap � that occur when the fourth power in (51) is expanded is bounded above by
C 0�3T 3C2ı for some constant C 0 <1 independent of T and �. For each k� �m,
the number of quadruples k1; k2; k3; k4 with maximum value k� is bounded above
by 4k3�. Therefore, for each n such that n� � n� nC,

E�

� nX
iD1

nX
jD1

wm.�
ix;�jx/�

n�X
iD1

n�X
jD1

wm.�
ix;�jx/

�4

� C 00T 3C2ı
1X

k�Dm

1X
�D0

�3k3�min.ˇ��2k� ; ˇk�/

for a constant C 00 <1 independent of T and m. By choosing m large one can make
this bound smaller than "T 3C2ı .

5.3. Extensions

COROLLARY 5.5
Let � D �' be a Gibbs state, and let � be a Borel probability measure on † that
is absolutely continuous with respect to � and such that the likelihood ratio d�=d�
is continuous on †. Let h W † � †! R be a function that satisfies Hypothesis 5.1
relative to �. Then all of the conclusions of Theorem 5.3 remain valid under the
measure �, and the joint limit distribution of QUT , Q�T , and RT is the same under � as
under �.

Proof
This follows from the asymptotic independence assertions of Theorem 5.3. Consider
first the random variable QUT : to show that it converges in distribution under �, we
must prove that for any bounded, continuous test function  W R! R, the expec-
tations E� . QUT / converge as T !1. But since d�=d� is a bounded, continuous
function, the convergence (46)–(47) and the asymptotic independence of x and QUT .x/
under � imply that

lim
T!1

E� . QUT /D lim
T!1

E� . QUT /
d�

d�

D lim
T 1

E� . QUT / lim
T!1

E�
d�

d�

D lim
T 1

E� . QUT /:

(Note: This holds in both the case where hC is cohomologous to a scalar multiple of
F and the case where it is not.) A similar argument, using Proposition 4.2 and Propo-
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sition 4.3, proves that the random variables RT and Q�T converge in distribution under
� to the same limit distributions as under �, and that the various random variables,
vectors, and sequences are asymptotically independent.

This result will suffice to deduce limit results about continuous-time U -statistics
in suspension flows under suspensions of Gibbs states (see Section 4.3) from corre-
sponding results about discrete-time U -statistics in shifts of finite type. For dealing
with measures like the uniform distribution on the set of periodic orbits of minimal
period at most T , the following variant of Corollary 5.5 will be needed.

COROLLARY 5.6
Let �D � be a Gibbs state, and let h W†�†!R be a function that satisfies Hypoth-
esis 5.1 relative to �. Let ¹�T ºT�1 be a family of probability measures on† such that
as T !1,

d�T

d�
.x/� g1.x/g2.�


T .x/x/g3
�
RT .x/

�
; (53)

where g1; g2 W †! Œ0;1/ and g3 W Œ0;1/ are nonnegative, bounded, continuous
functions not depending on T , such that g3 is strictly positive on an interval and
g2, g3 both have positive expectation under E�. Then as T !1, the joint distribu-
tion of QUT , Q�T , RT , x, and � 
.x/x under �T converges. Moreover, the limiting joint
distribution of QUT and Q�T is the same as under �.

Proof
The proof is virtually the same as that of Corollary 5.5. In particular, for any bounded,
continuous test functions  1; 2; 3 WR!R and  4; 5 W†!R,

lim
T!1

E�T 1.RT / 2.
QUT / 3. Q�T / 4. 5 ı �


 /

D lim
T!1

E� 1.RT / 2. QUT / 3. Q�T / 4. 5 ı �

 /g1.g2 ı �


 /g3
�
RT .x/

�
(54)

by Theorem 5.3, since g1, g2, and g3 are continuous. Moreover, because the random
variables x, � 
.x/.x/, and RT are asymptotically independent of . QUT ; Q�T / under �,
they will also be asymptotically independent under �T , and the limit distribution of
. QUT ; Q�T /will be the same as under state �. However, the limit distributions ofRT and
� 
.x/x will in general be different, because unlike the bulk variables . QUT ; Q�T / these
random variables are highly dependent on the last few coordinates of x before �.x/. In
particular, the limit distribution of � 
.x/.x/ will be “tilted” by the likelihood ratio g2:

lim
T!1

E�. ı �

 /D lim

T!1
E�. ı �


 /.g2 ı �

 /DE� g2:
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Remark 5.7
The corollary remains true if it is only assumed that g3 is piecewise continuous, in
particular, if g3 is the indicator function of a bounded interval Œa; b�. This can be
proved by a routine sandwiching argument, using the fact that �¹x W RT .x/ 2 .b �
"; b C "/º D O."/, by the renewal theorem (Proposition 4.2). Observe that for this,
the standing assumption that F is nonarithmetic is essential.

6. Cohomology and Hoeffding projections in constant and variable negative cur-
vature

Theorem 5.3 shows that, in general, the large-time behavior of the distribution of a
U -statistic is dependent on the Hoeffding projection hC.x/ of the kernel h.x;y/. In
particular, if hC is cohomologous to a scalar multiple of the height function F , then
the fluctuations of the U -statistic are of order T , but otherwise are of order T 3=2.
Thus, in any application of the theorem it will be necessary to determine whether
or not the Hoeffding projection is cohomologous to a scalar multiple of F . In this
section we will show that for the function h.x;y/ in the representation (25) of the
self-intersection count for geodesics on a surface of negative curvature, the factor that
determines this is whether or not the curvature is constant.

6.1. Crossing intensities
First we make a simple observation about the asymptotic frequencies of intersections
of a random geodesic with a fixed geodesic segment (see [8], [7] for far-reaching
extensions and consequences of this observation). Fix a (compact) geodesic segment
˛ on ‡ (e.g., a [prime] closed geodesic), and for any geodesic ray �.t/D �.t Ix; �/
letNt .˛I�/ be the number of transversal intersections of ˛ with the segment �.Œ0; t �/.

PROPOSITION 6.1
Assume that ‡ is a compact surface with a Riemannian metric of (possibly variable)
negative curvature, and let 
 be any ergodic, invariant probability measure for the
geodesic flow on S‡ . Then for each geodesic segment ˛ there is a positive constant
�.˛I
/ such that for 
-almost every initial vector .x; �/, the geodesic ray � with
initial tangent vector .x; �/ satisfies

lim
t!1

Nt .˛I�/

t
D �.˛I
/: (55)

Proof
This is a straightforward application of Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem. Fix " > 0 suf-
ficiently small that any geodesic segment of length 2" can intersect ˛ transversally
at most once, and denote by G the set of all unit vectors .x; �/ 2 S‡ such that the
geodesic segment �.Œ�"; "�; .x; �// crosses ˛ (transversally). Define g D .2"/�1IG ,
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where IG is the indicator function of G. Then

ˇ̌
ˇ
Z t

0

g.�s/ ds �Nt .˛I�/
ˇ̌
ˇ� 2I

the error ˙2 enters only because the first and last crossing might be incorrectly
counted. Thus, the result follows from Birkhoff’s theorem.

Lemma 2.2 (see also [7]) implies that if 
 D 
L is the normalized Liouville mea-
sure, then for every geodesic segment ˛,

�.˛I
L/D �‡ j˛j; (56)

where j˛j is the length of ˛ and �‡ is as in relation (1). On the other hand, [29,
Théorème 2] implies that if two ergodic, invariant probability measures 
; 
0 have the
same intersection statistics, that is, if

�.˛I
/D �.˛I
0/ for all closed geodesics ˛; (57)

then 
 D 
0. Now let 
max be the maximum entropy-invariant measure for the geodesic
flow. If ‡ has constant negative curvature, then 
max D 
L, but if ‡ has variable
negative curvature, then 
max ¤ 
L (and in fact 
max and 
L are mutually singular).
This proves the following corollary.

COROLLARY 6.2
If 
 is an ergodic, invariant probability measure for the geodesic flow such that the
ratio �.˛I
/=j˛j has the same value for all closed geodesics ˛, then 
 D 
L. Con-
sequently, in order for the ratio �.˛I
max/=j˛j to have the same value for all closed
geodesics ˛, it is necessary and sufficient that the surface ‡ have constant negative
curvature.

6.2. Hoeffding projection of the self-intersection kernel
According to the results of Section 3, the geodesic flow on S‡ is semiconjugate
to the suspension flow .†F ; 	t / over a shift .†;�/ with Hölder-continuous height
function F . By Proposition 3.7, the self-intersection counts for closed geodesics and
geodesic segments are given by equations (25) and (28), with hD hr for any 0� r <
minF .

Fix a Gibbs state � on †, and let � be the projection to † of the suspension
measure ��, that is, the absolutely continuous probability measure defined by

�.A/DE�.IAF /=E�F: (58)
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PROPOSITION 6.3
The Hoeffding projection hC of the function h relative to the measure � is coho-
mologous to a scalar multiple of the height function F if and only if the suspension
measure �� is the pullback of the Liouville measure on S‡ .

Proof
For any x 2 †, the value hC.x/ is the probability that the geodesic segments p ı
�.Fx/ and p ı �.Fy/ of the suspension flow will intersect when y is randomly cho-
sen according to the law �. (By Lemma 3.5, we can assume that the symbolic dynam-
ics have been refined so that any two such segments can intersect at most once.) In
order that hC be cohomologous to cF , it is necessary and sufficient (see [11, Theo-
rem 1.28]) that these two functions sum to the same value over every periodic orbit of
the shift; that is, if for every periodic sequence x 2† with period (say) nD n.x/,

n�1X
jD0

hC.�
jx/D

n�1X
jD0

cF.�jx/: (59)

The left-hand side is the expected number of intersections of the closed geodesic
p ı �.Fx/ with a geodesic segment p ı �.Fy/ gotten by projecting a fiber Fy of
the suspension flow chosen randomly according to the law y � �. By the ergodic
theorem, this expectation is the long-run frequency (per time E�F ) of intersections
of a randomly chosen geodesic with the closed geodesic ˛D p ı�.Fx/, and therefore
coincides with (a scalar multiple of) �.˛Ip��/. On the other hand, the right-hand side
of (59) is just c times the length of ˛. By Corollary 6.2, the two sides of (59) coincide
for all ˛ if and only if the projection p�� is the Liouville measure.

7. Verification of Hypothesis 5.1
To deduce Theorem 1.1 from the results of Section 5, it will be necessary to show
that the relevant function h in the representation (25) satisfies Hypothesis 5.1. For the
functions h and hr defined in Section 3, the properties (H0)–(H2) hold trivially, so
only statement (H3) of Hypothesis 5.1 warrants consideration. The purpose of this
section is to prove that for any Gibbs state � there exist values of r such that the
function hr defined in Remark 3.8 meets the requirement (H3).

By Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.4, for any compact, negatively curved surface
‡ the geodesic flow on S‡ is semiconjugate to a suspension flow .†F ; 	t / over a
topologically mixing shift of finite type .†;�/ with a Hölder-continuous height func-
tion F . This semiconjugacy is one-to-one except on a set of first category, and both
the Liouville measure and the maximum entropy measure for the geodesic flow pull
back to suspensions of Gibbs states on †. Furthermore, points x 2 † of the under-
lying shift are mapped to pairs of points �C.xC/; ��.x�/ on @D in such a way that
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the suspension flow orbit through .x; 0/ is mapped to the geodesic whose L-lift to the
Poincaré plane has endpoints �C.xC/; ��.x�/; and this mapping sends cylinder sets
to arcs of ıD satisfying (D) and (E) of Proposition 3.2. By Lemma 3.5, for any small
" > 0 the symbolic dynamics admits a refinement for which the height function F
satisfies F < ". By Proposition 3.7, the self-intersection counts for closed geodesics
and geodesic segments are given by equations (25) and (28), with h D hr for any
0� r <minF . The function hr decomposes as in equation (31).

PROPOSITION 7.1
For any Gibbs state �, the functions hrm satisfy (H3) of Hypothesis 5.1 relative to �
for almost every r in some interval Œ0; r�� of positive length r�.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of this proposition. The key
is the property (A3)0 from Remark 3.8, which asserts that there exists % < 1 such that
hrn ¤ 0 for some n�m only if the geodesic segments corresponding to the suspension
flow segments F r

x and F r
y (see equation (30)) intersect either at an angle less than

C 0%m or at a point within distance C 0%m of one of the endpoints of the two geodesic
segments.

For any integers m;k � 1, define

Arm;k D
®
x 2† W p ı �.F r

x / and p ı �.F r
�kx

/ intersect at angle < %m
¯

and

Brm;k D
®
x 2† W p ı �.F r

x / and p ı �.F r
�kx

/ intersect at distance < %m

of p
�
�.x; 0/

�
or p

�
�
�
x;F.x/� r

��¯
:

To show that (H3) of Hypothesis 5.1 holds relative to a Gibbs state �, it is enough to
show that there exist C <1 and ˇ < 1 such that, for all sufficiently large m and all
k ¤ 0,

�.Arm;k/C�.B
r
m;k/� Cˇ

m: (60)

We will show in Lemmas 7.4 and 7.7 that each of the probabilities �.Ar
m;k
/ and

�.Br
m;k
/ is exponentially decaying inm, uniformly in k, for almost every r in a small

interval Œ0; r�� of positive length.

7.1. Intersections in small balls
We begin with �.Br

m;k
/. The strategy for bounding this will be to first handle the

case jkj � exp¹"mº for small " > 0 by a density argument, and then the case jkj >
exp¹"mº by using the exponential mixing property (34) of Gibbs states.
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LEMMA 7.2
If 0 < % < ˛ < 1, then for any Gibbs state � and almost every r <minF=3, if m is
sufficiently large, then

�.Brm;k/� ˛
m for all jkj � .˛=%/m=2; k ¤ 0: (61)

Proof
Without loss of generality we can assume (see Lemma 3.5) that no two geodesic
segments of length less than 2maxF intersect transversally more than once. For x 2
†, let Bm;k.x/ be the set of r 2 Œ0;F.x/C F.�x/� such that the geodesic segments
p ı�.Fx [F�x/ and p ı�.F�kx [F�kC1x/ intersect at distance less than %m of p ı
�.x; r/. Because there is at most one intersection, the Lebesgue measure of Bm;k.x/
is less than 2%m. Since x 2 Br

m;k
implies that r 2 Bm;k.x/, it follows by Fubini’s

theorem that for any ˛ 2 .%; 1/,

mLeb
®
r 2 Œ0;minF=3� W �.Brm;k/� ˛

m
¯
� 2.%=˛/m

H)mLeb
®
r 2 Œ0;minF=3� W �.Brm;k/� ˛

m for some jkj � .˛=%/1=2
¯

� 2.%=˛/m=2:

Since
P
m.%=˛/

m=2 <1, it follows by the Borel–Cantelli lemma that for almost
every r 2 Œ0;minF=3�, the inequality (61) holds for all sufficiently large m.

LEMMA 7.3
For any Gibbs state � on † and any T < 1, there exist ı D ı.�;T / > 0 and
C D CT;� > 0 with the following property: for any ball B in ‡ of sufficiently small
diameter " > 0,

�
®
x 2† W p ı �

�®
	t .x; 0/

¯
0�t�T

�
intersects B

¯
� C"ı : (62)

Proof
In the special case where the suspension �� of the Gibbs state � (see equation (37))
is the pullback of the Liouville measure, this is apparent from purely geometric con-
siderations, as we now show. We may assume that for " sufficiently small, the image
p ı �.Fx/ of a fiber can intersect a ball of radius 2" at most once. Since the surface
area measure of a ball B.x; "/ of radius " is comparable to "2, the ergodic theorem
implies that the long-run fraction of time spent in B.x; 2"/ is almost surely K"2, for
a constant K independent of ". On each visit to B.x; "/, a geodesic must spend time
at least K 0" in B.x; 2"/. Consequently, the long-run fraction of the sequence of fibers
p ı�.F�nx/ on a geodesic that visits B.x; "/ is less thanK"=K 0; thus, by the ergodic
theorem, (62) holds with ıD 1.
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Unfortunately, for arbitrary Gibbs states there is no simple relation between the
surface area and the Gibbs measure, so a different argument is needed. Consider first
the case of a Riemannian metric with constant curvature �1. Recall that in this case,
the surface ‡ can be identified with a compact polygon P in the Poincaré disk D

whose edges are pasted together in pairs. With this identification, any ball B in ‡
corresponds to a ball of the same radius in the interior of P , provided that this ball
does not intersect @P , or otherwise a union of at most 4g sectors of balls of the same
radius, where 4g is the number of sides of P . Thus, a geodesic segment of length less
than minF that intersects B will lift to a geodesic segment in D that intersects one of
up to 4g balls of the same radius, all with centers in the closure of P . Consequently,
a geodesic segment of length T in ‡ that intersects a ball of radius " in ‡ lifts to a
geodesic segment in D that intersects one of up to 4gT balls of the same radius, all
with centers at distance no more than T from P .

Fix a point �� 2 @D on the circle at infinity, and consider the set of all geodesics in
D with �� as an endpoint (as t!�1) that intersect a ballB of radius "with center in
P [ @P . For any such geodesic, the second endpoint �C on @D is constrained to lie
in an arc J.��;B/ of length at mostK", whereK is a constant that does not depend on
�� or on the center ofB . Recall (see Proposition 3.2) that specification of the endpoint
�� of a geodesic is equivalent (except on a set of first category) to specification of the
backward coordinates x� of the sequence x 2 † that represents the geodesic; and
similarly, specification of the endpoint �C is equivalent to specification of the forward
coordinates xC. By (D) and (E) of Proposition 3.2, it follows that constraining �C to
lie in an arc of length at most K" has the effect of constraining its forward itinerary
xC to lie in a union of one or two cylinder sets †C

Œ0;m�
.y/ with mDK 0 log "�1. Now

for any Gibbs state � there exists ˇ < 1 such that the �-measure of any cylinder
set †Œ1;m�.x/ is less than ˇm. Moreover, by inequality (33), the conditional measure
�.� j x�/ given the past is dominated by a constant multiple of the unconditional
measure �. Thus, if G".B/ denotes the set of all x 2† such that the suspension flow
segment ¹	t .x; 0/º0�t�T lifts to a geodesic segment that intersects B , then

�
�
G".B/

�
DE�

�
E�.IG".B/ jB.�1;0�/

�
� ˇm:

This implies (62) in the constant curvature case.
This argument extends to metrics of variable negative curvature, with the aid of

the structural stability results of Section 3.2. Let %1 be a metric of variable negative
curvature, and let %0 be a metric of curvature �1. Recall that the %1-geodesic flow is
orbit-equivalent, by a Hölder-continuous mapping ˆ W S‡! S‡ , to the %0-geodesic
flow, and that the homeomorphism ˆ lifts to a homeomorphism Q̂ W SD! SD of the
universal cover. Each %0-geodesic in D corresponds under Q̂ to a %1-geodesic, and
these have the same endpoints on @D and the same symbolic representation x 2 †.
Because Q̂ is Hölder, constraining a %1-geodesic to pass through a %1-ball of radius "
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forces the corresponding %0-geodesic to pass through a %0-ball of radius "˛ , for some
˛ > 0 depending on the Hölder exponent and all " sufficiently small. Therefore, the
problem reduces to the constant curvature case.

LEMMA 7.4
If % < 1, then for any Gibbs state � and for almost every 0 � r < minF=3, there
exists ˛ < 1 such that if m is sufficiently large, then

�.Brm;k/� ˛
m for all k ¤ 0: (63)

Proof
Lemma 7.2 implies that if %� ˛ < 1, then for almost every r <minF=3 the inequal-
ity (63) holds for all jkj< .˛=%/m=2. We will show that for every 0� r <minF=3 the
inequality (63) also holds for jkj � .˛=%/m=2; for this we will appeal to the exponen-
tial mixing inequality (33), using Lemma 7.3 to control the first moment. The proof
will rely on the following elementary geometric fact. For any compact Riemannian
manifold M there exists � <1 (depending on the metric) such that for every suffi-
ciently small " > 0 there is a finite set of points z1; z2; : : : ; zn such that every x 2M

is within distance " of some zi but is within distance 6" of at most � distinct points
zi . Call such a collection of points zi an efficient "-net.

In order that x 2 Br
m;k

, it is necessary that the geodesic segment p ı �.F r
�kx

/

intersects either the ball of radius %m centered at p ı �.	r .x//, or the ball of radius
%m centered at p.	F.x/�r .x//, or both. Let z1; : : : ; zn be an efficient %m-net, and let
B.zi ; 3%

m/ be the ball of radius 3%m centered at zi . Then

Brm;k �

n[
iD1

H r
i;m \G

r
i;m;k;

whereH r
i;m is the set of all x 2† such that pı�.x; r/ 2B.zi ; 3%m/ and whereGi;m;k

is the set of all x 2† such that the geodesic segment p ı�.F�kx[F�kC1x/ intersects
B.zi ; 3%

m/. (This is because F r
y � Fy [F�y .) Since z1; : : : ; zn is an efficient %m-net,

at most � of the events H r
i;m can occur together; consequently,

�.Brm;k/ �

nX
iD1

�.H r
i;m \Gi;m;k/

D

nX
iD1

�.H r
i;m/�.Gi;m;k jH

r
i;m/

� �max
i�n

�.Gi;m;k jH
r
i;m/:
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Thus, it remains to bound the conditional probabilities �.Gi;m;k j H r
i;m/ for jkj >

.˛=%/m=2.
For each i , let 0 �  i � 1 be a smooth function on ‡ with Lipschitz norm

less than 6%�m that takes the value 1 on B.zi ; 3%m/ and 0 on the complement of
B.zi ; 6%

m/. For each x 2† and 0� r �minF=3, define

gi;m.x/D max
0�s�F.x/CF.�x/

 i
�
p ı �.x; s/

�
and

hri;m.x/D  i
�
p ı �.x; r/

�
:

Since the projection p ı� is ı-Hölder-continuous for some exponent ı, both gi;m and
hri;m have ı-Hölder norms bounded by 6kp ı �kı%�m. Therefore, the exponential
mixing inequality (34) implies that for some C <1 and 0 < ˇ < 1 independent of i ,
m, k, and r ,

�.Gi;m;k \H
r
i;m/ � E�.gi;m ı �

k/hri;m

� E�gi;mE�h
r
i;mCCˇ

k%�m:

For jkj> .˛=%/m=2, the second term is super-exponentially decaying in m. But Lem-
ma 7.3 implies that the expectation E�gi;m is bounded by .6%m/q for some q > 0,
and so the result now follows.

7.2. Intersections at small angles
Next we must show that the eventsAr

m;k
have uniformly exponentially decaying prob-

abilities, in the sense of (60). The strategy here will be to show that if two geodesic
segments corresponding to distinct fibers of the suspension flow cross at a small angle,
then it will be impossible for their successors to cross for a long time. This fact, cou-
pled with the ergodic theorem, will imply that the probability of a crossing at a small
angle must be small. The key geometric fact is as follows (see also [6]).

LEMMA 7.5
For any � > 0 sufficiently small and any % < 1, there exists C <1 such that for all
large m� 1 the following holds. If two geodesic segments �.Œ0; 2��; x/ and �.Œ0; 2��;
y/ of length 2� cross transversally at an angle less than %m, then for every 1� j �
Cm, the geodesic segments �.Œj�; j�C 2��; x/ and �.Œj�; j�C 2��; y/ do not cross.

Proof
Let � > 0 be sufficiently small that no two geodesic segments of length 3� on ‡ can
cross transversally more than once. Consider lifts Q�.t; x/ and Q�.t; y/ of the geodesic
rays �.t; x/ and �.t; y/ to the universal covering surface Q‡ whose initial segments
Q�.Œ0; 2��; Qx/ and Q�.Œ0; 2��; Qy/ cross transversally at angle less than %m. These
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geodesic rays cannot cross again because for any two points in a Cartan–Hadamard
manifold there is only one connecting geodesic. Consequently, if for some j the
geodesic segments �.Œj�; j� C 2��; x/ and �.Œj�; j� C 2��; y/ were to cross, then
their lifts Q�.Œj�; j� C 2��; x/ and Q�.Œj�; j� C 2��; y/ would contain points Qw; Qz,
respectively, such that Qz D g Qw for some element g¤ 1 of the group of deck transfor-
mations. However, if the initial angle of intersection is less than %m, then the geodesic
rays Q�.t; x/ and Q�.t; y/ cannot diverge by more than " for time Cm, where C is a
constant determined by " and the curvature of ‡ (which is bounded, since ‡ is com-
pact). If " > 0 and � > 0 are sufficiently small, then this would preclude the existence
of points Qw; Qz such that QwD g Qz for some g¤ 1.

Because the semiconjugacy � W †F ! S‡ is not one-to-one, two orbits of the
geodesic flow can remain close for a long time but have symbolic representations
that are not close. The next lemma shows that, at least for the symbolic dynamics
constructed by Series (see Section 3.2) and refinements such as that described in the
proof of Lemma 3.5, this event has small probability under any Gibbs state.

Fix ˛ > 0 and " > 0, and for eachm� 1 letDm DD
˛;"
m be the set of all sequences

x 2† such that there exists .y; s/ 2†F satisfying

distance
�
�
�
	t .x; 0/

�
; �
�
	t .y; s/

��
� " for all jt j � e˛m and

xi ¤ yi for some ji j �m:

LEMMA 7.6
Let � be any Gibbs state. Then for all sufficiently small " > 0 and all sufficiently large
˛ there exist ˇ < 1 and C <1 such that

�.Dm/� Cˇ
m for all m� 1: (64)

Proof
Recall (see Proposition 3.3 and following) that the geodesic flow with respect to a
Riemannian metric of variable negative curvature is orbit-equivalent to the geodesic
flow on the same surface but with a Riemannian metric of constant curvature �1,
and that the orbit equivalence is given by a Hölder-continuous mapping S‡ ! S‡ .
Therefore, it suffices to prove the lemma for the geodesic flow on a surface of constant
curvature �1. (The conformal deformation of metric might change the values of ˇ
and ", but this is irrelevant.)

Suppose, then, that the Riemannian metric has curvature�1, and that � ı	t .x; 0/
and � ı 	t .y; s/ are two geodesics on the unit tangent bundle that stay within dis-
tance " for all jt j � e˛m, for some small " and large ˛. Because distinct orbits of the
geodesic flow separate exponentially fast (at exponential rate 1, since the curvature
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is �1), the initial vectors �.x; 0/ and �.y; s/ must be within distance �e�˛m, for
some constant � D �."/ > 0 independent of ˛ and m (provided that m is sufficiently
large).

Recall that geodesics can be lifted to SD via the mapping L described in Sec-
tion 3.2. This mapping has discontinuities only at vectors tangent to one of the sides
of the fundamental polygon P , but everywhere else is smooth; consequently, either
(a) L ı �.x; 0/ and L ı �.y; s/ are within distance C�e�˛m, or
(b) L ı �.x; 0/ is within distance C�e�˛m of a vector tangent to one of the sides

of P .
In case (a), the lifted geodesics must have endpoints on @D that are within dis-
tance C 0�e�˛m; in case (b), the lifted geodesics must have endpoints within distance
C 0�e�˛m of the endpoints on @D of one of the geodesics that bound P (recall that
the sides of P are geodesic arcs). In either case, if x and y disagree in some coor-
dinate ji j �m, then by Proposition 3.2 at least one of the endpoints of the geodesic
L ı � ı 	t .x; 0/ must be within distance C 0�e�˛m of one of the endpoints of an arc
Jk.z

C/ of some generation k �m. (Recall that the arcs Jk.zC/ correspond to cylin-
der sets †C

Œ0;m�
.zC/.) There are at most e2Am such endpoints, where A is the number

of sides of P .
If � is one of the endpoints of an arc Jk.zC/ of generation k, then � has two

symbolic expansions (i.e., there are two sequences zC; zC� that are mapped to � by �).
Since the arcs Jk.�/ do not shrink faster than exponentially (see item (D) of Proposi-
tion 3.2), the forward endpoint �.xC/ of the geodesic L ı � ı 	t .x; 0/ will lie within
distance C 0�e�˛m of �.zC/ only if either

xi D zi 80� i � C
00˛m or xi D .z�/i 80� i � C

00˛m;

for a suitable constant C 00 > 0 not depending on m or ˛. Hence, since a Gibbs state �
will attach mass at most e�bm to cylinder sets of generation m, for some b D b.�/ >
0, it follows that

�.Dm/� C
000 exp¹�b˛mº exp¹2Amº:

By choosing ˛ > 0 such that b˛ > 2A, we can arrange that (64) holds.

LEMMA 7.7
For any Gibbs state � there exists ˇD ˇ.%/ < 1 such that, for all sufficiently large m
and all k ¤ 0,

�.Arm;k/� ˇ
m:

Proof
By Lemma 7.5, it suffices to show that there exist ˛ > 0, " > 0, and ˇ < 1 such that
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for all large m,

�.Arm;k nD
˛;"
m /� ˇm:

Suppose that x 2 Ar
m;k
n D

˛;"
m . Then the geodesic segments p ı �.F r

x / and p ı
�.F /r

�kx
cross at angle less than %m; in particular, there exist r � s1 � F.x/CF.�x/

and r � s2 � F.�kx/C F.�kC1x/ such that p ı p.x; s1/D p ı �.�k; s2/. Conse-
quently, for some ˛ > 0 depending on the curvature of the underlying Riemannian
metric,

distance
�
�
�
	t .x; s1/

�
; �
�
	t .�

k; s2/
��
� " for all jt j � e˛m:

Since x … D˛;"
m , it follows that xi D xiCk for all ji j � m. The lemma now follows

from Lemma 4.1.

8. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section, we deduce Theorem 1.1 from the results of Section 5 using the sym-
bolic dynamics for the geodesic flow outlined in Section 3. For this symbolic dynam-
ics, the normalized Liouville measure 
L pulls back to a measure �� on the suspen-
sion space† that is the suspension (see equation (37)) of a Gibbs state �D �L on †.
Proposition 7.1 implies that for any Gibbs state � there exist values of r such that the
functions hr and hrm in equation (31) satisfy Hypothesis 5.1 for �D �L, and there-
fore also satisfy any probability measure � on † that is absolutely continuous with
respect to �L. Recall from Remark 3.8 that replacing the functions h;hm by hr ; hrm is
equivalent to moving the Poincaré section of the suspension flow. For notational ease,
we will assume henceforth that the cross section has been adjusted in such a way that
(H3) holds for r D 0, and drop the superscript from the functions h;hm.

Let � be the projection to † of the suspension measure ��, that is, the absolutely
continuous probability measure defined by

�.A/DE�L.IAF /=E�LF: (65)

By Proposition 6.3, the Hoeffding projection hC of the function h relative to the
measure � is a scalar multiple of F ; in particular,

hC D �F; (66)

where � D 1=.4�j‡ j/. Consequently, case (46) of Theorem 5.3 applies. Theorem 1.1
would follow immediately from Theorem 5.3 if not for the presence of the “boundary
terms” sum

P

1.g0 C g1/ in (28), since this is of order O.T /. The following lemma

will show that this sum, normalized by T , converges in distribution as T !1, and
that the limits depend only on the initial and final points of the flow segment.
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LEMMA 8.1
For �-almost every x 2† , every 0� s � F.x/, and every 0� r � F.� 
T x/,

lim
T!1

T �1

TX
iD1

g0.s; x; �
ix/D s� and (67)

lim
T!1

T �1

TX
iD0

g1
�
S
TC1F.x/� r; x; �

ix
�
D r�; (68)

where � D �‡ D 1=.4�j‡ j/.

Proof
The relation (67) follows from the results of Section 2 and the ergodic theorem. The
sum

P
T
iD1 g0.s; x; �

ix/ counts the number of intersections of the geodesic segment
p ı �.¹	t .x; s/º/�s�t�0 with the union of the segments p ı p.F�jx/ for 0 � j �
�T .x/; this sum can be re-expressed in terms of the intersection kernel Hı (see Sec-
tion 2), yielding


TX
iD1

g0.s; x; �
ix/D lim

ı!0

Œs=ı�X
iD1

ŒT=ı�X
jD1

Hı
�
Q�.�sC iı/; Q�.jı/

�
CO.1/:

(The error term accounts for the possibility of an intersection with the geodesic seg-
ment corresponding to the final partial fiber, and therefore is either 0 or 1.) For each
fixed point Q�.�sC iı/, the ergodic theorem and Lemma 2.2 imply that

lim
T!1

T �1
ŒT=ı�X
jD1

Hı
�
Q�.�sC iı/; Q�.jı/

�
D ı2�

almost surely. Letting ı! 0, one obtains the first limit in (67). The second limit is
obtained in a similar fashion.

Proof of Theorem 1.1
The measure � is the projection of the suspension measure ��L, which in turn is
the pullback to the suspension space †F of the Liouville measure on S‡ . Thus,
if .x; s/ 2†F is randomly chosen with distribution ��L, then x has distribution � and
the normalized vertical coordinate s=F.x/ is uniformly distributed on the unit interval
Œ0; 1� and is independent of x. Hence, Lemma 8.1 implies that if .x; s/ has distribution
��L, then the first normalized boundary sum (67) will converge to YF.x/�, where Y
is a uniform [0,1] random variable independent of x. Since the double sum

P

0

P

0

in the representation (25) depends only on x, it follows from Corollary 5.5 that the
random variables
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P

0

P

0 h.�

ix;�jx/�E��
L
hC

T
and

P
T
iD1 g0.s; x; �

ix/

T

are asymptotically independent as T ! 1. Similarly, by Corollary 5.5 and the
renewal theorem, if .x; s/ has distribution ��L, then the overshootRT and the terminal
state � 
x are asymptotically independent of x;Y and of the double sum

P

0

P

0, and

so by Lemma 8.1, the second boundary sum

T �1

TX
iD0

g1
�
S
TC1F.x/� t C s; x; �

ix
�

is asymptotically independent of the other two sums in (28). Theorem 1.1 now fol-
lows, as Lemma 8.1 implies that the normalized boundary-term sum converges almost
surely and Corollary 5.5 implies that the normalized sum

P

1

P

1 converges in distri-

bution.

9. Proof of Theorem 1.2

9.1. Local self-intersection counts
Recall that for any smooth function ' W ‡ ! RC, the '-localized self-intersection
counts of a geodesic � are defined by

N'.T /DN'.T I�/D

N.T /X
iD1

'.xi /;

where N.T /D N.T I�/ is the number of self-intersections of the geodesic segment
�Œ0;T �, and xi are the locations of the self-intersections on ‡ . Like the global self-
intersection counts, these can be expressed as sums of suitable functions defined on a
shift of finite type. Let .†F ; 	t / and .†;�/ be the suspension flow and shift of finite
type, respectively, provided by Proposition 3.7. Define a function h' W† �†! RC

by setting

h'.x; y/D '
�
z.x;y/

�
h.x;y/; (69)

where hD 1 if the geodesic segments corresponding to the suspension flow segments
Fx and Fy intersect at a point z D z.x;y/ 2 ‡ , and hD 0 if these segments do not
intersect. By the same reasoning as in equation (28),

N'.T I�/D
1

2


TX
iD1


TX
iD1

h'.�
ix;�jx/CO.T /: (70)

The error term accounts for intersections with the geodesic segments corresponding
to the first and last partial fibers (see equation (28)), of which there are at most O.T /.
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Because the normalization in Theorem 1.2 (see relation (4)) entails division by T 3=2,
the error term in (70) can be ignored.

The proof of Theorem 1.2, like that of Theorem 1.1 in Section 8, will rely on
Corollary 5.5. Once again, let �� be the pullback of the Liouville measure to †F ;
recall that this is the suspension of a Gibbs state � for the shift. Let � be the projection
of �� to †, as defined by (58). This is absolutely continuous with respect to �, so by
Corollary 5.5 the conclusions of Theorem 5.3 remain valid for �. We must show first
that the function h' satisfies Hypothesis 5.1 with respect to �, and second that it is the
second case of Theorem 5.3 that applies when the support of f has small diameter,
that is, that the Hoeffding projection

hC' .x/ WD

Z
†

h'.x; y/d�.y/ (71)

is not cohomologous to a scalar multiple of F . The first of these tasks will be carried
out in Section 9.4 by an argument similar to that carried out in Section 7 above for the
function h. The second will be addressed in Sections 9.2 and 9.3.

9.2. Representation of the Hoeffding projection
For each small ı > 0, define a function H '

ı
W S‡ � S‡ by setting H '

ı
.u; v/ D

'.z.u; v// if the geodesic segments of length ı based at u and v intersect at a point
z.u; v/ 2‡ , and by setting H '

ı
.u; v/D 0 otherwise. This is the obvious analogue of

the intersection kernel Hı defined in Section 2. The primary difference between the
self-intersection kernel Hı and the localized kernel H '

ı
is that the constant function

1 is not, in general, an eigenfunction of H '

ı
. To see this, define

k
'

ı
.u/D

1

ı2�

Z
S‡

H
'

ı

L.dv/;

where 
L is the normalized Liouville measure on S‡ .

LEMMA 9.1
If f W‡!R is continuous, then

lim
ı!0
kk
'

ı
� ' ı pk1 D 0:

Proof
Because ' is continuous and H '

ı
.u; v/ is nonzero only for pairs u;v at distance less

than ı, the value of '.z.u; v// will be close to '.pu/ when ı > 0 is small, uniformly
for u 2 S‡ . Hence,

ˇ̌
'.pu/Hı.u; v/� �ı

2H
'

ı
.u; v/

ˇ̌
� max
d.u;v/�ı

ˇ̌
'.pu/� '.pv/

ˇ̌
:
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Since the constant function 1 is an eigenfunction of Hı , with eigenvalue ı2� (by
Lemma 2.2), the result follows.

The relevance of the kernel H '

ı
is that the Hoeffding projection hC' defined by

(71) can be expressed approximately in terms of k'
ı

. Both hC' and k'
ı

are defined
as expectations of '-values at intersection points of geodesic segments: (i) hC' .x/
is the expected value of f at the intersection point (if there is one) of the geodesic
segments corresponding to the fibers Fx and Fy of the suspension flow when y is
chosen according to the distribution �; and (ii) k'

ı
is the corresponding expectation for

the geodesic segments of fixed length ı. Hence, for small ı the value of h'C.x/ can be
obtained approximately by integrating along the fiber Fx . Together with Lemma 9.1,
this implies that if �.t/ is the orbit of the geodesic flow corresponding to the orbit
	t .x; 0/ of the suspension flow, then

h
'
C.x/D lim

ı!0

Z F.x/�ı

0

kı
�
�.s/

�
ds D

Z F.x/

0

'
�
p
�
�.s/

��
ds: (72)

9.3. Coboundaries of the geodesic flow
If f;g W†!R are Hölder-continuous functions, then a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for f and g to be cohomologous is that they sum to the same values on all
periodic sequences (see [11, Theorem 1.28] for the sufficiency). In particular, for
every periodic sequence x 2†, if x has period nD n.x/, then

Snf .x/D Sng.x/: (73)

In the case of interest, the relevant functions are integrals over fibers of the suspension
space †F . For the function F this is obvious:

F.x/D

Z F.x/

0

1ds;

while for the Hoeffding projection h'C it follows from formula (72). Consequently, for
F and ah'C to be cohomologous it is necessary that the function a' ıp�1 integrate to
zero on every periodic orbit of the suspension flow. Since both ' ıp and the constant 1
are pullbacks of smooth functions on‡ , this implies that a'�1must integrate to zero
on every closed geodesic.

Call a continuous function  W ‡ ! RC a coboundary for the geodesic flow
if it integrates to zero along every closed geodesic, and say that two functions are
cohomologous if they differ by a coboundary. It is quite easy to construct a function
g W‡ ! R that is not cohomologous to a constant. Take two closed geodesics ˛ and
ˇ that do not intersect on ‡ , and let g W ‡ ! R be any C1-, nonnegative function
that is identically 1 along ˛ but vanishes in a neighborhood of ˇ; then by the criterion
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established above, g cannot be cohomologous to a constant. In fact, the existence of
nonintersecting closed geodesics yields the existence of a large class of functions that
are not cohomologous to constants.

PROPOSITION 9.2
Let " > 0 be the distance in ‡ between two nonintersecting closed geodesics ˛ and ˇ.
Then no C1-, nonnegative function g W‡!R that is not identically zero and whose
support has diameter less than " is cohomologous to a constant.

Proof
In order that g be cohomologous to a constant c it must be the case that the average
value of g along any closed geodesic is c. If g is continuous and nonnegative, and not
identically zero, then there is an open set U in which g is strictly positive. Because
closed geodesics are dense in S‡ , their projections are dense in ‡ , and so there is
at least one closed geodesic � that enters U . Since g is continuous, its integral—and
hence its average—along � must be positive. However, by hypothesis, g vanishes on
at least one of the geodesics ˛;ˇ, and so there is at least one closed geodesic on which
the average value of g is zero.

Remark 9.3
That there exist pairs of nonintersecting closed geodesics on any negatively curved
surface can be proved using the conformal equivalence of Riemannian metrics dis-
cussed in Section 3.2 above. First, elementary arguments in hyperbolic geometry
show that there are nonintersecting closed geodesics on any surface of constant cur-
vature �1. Next, Proposition 3.3 implies that for any Riemannian metric %1 of vari-
able negative curvature on a compact surface ‡ there is a smooth deformation of %1
to a constant curvature metric %0 through metrics %s of negative curvature. In this
deformation, the closed geodesic in a given free homotopy class deforms smoothly;
moreover, transversal intersections can be neither created nor destroyed. Therefore, if
�0; �1 are nonintersecting closed geodesics relative to %0, then the closed geodesics
� 00; �

0
1 in the corresponding free homotopy classes are also nonintersecting.

9.4. Verification of Hypothesis 5.1
It remains to show that the function h' W † � †! RC defined by (69) satisfies
Hypothesis 5.1 relative to the measure �, or to some equivalent (mutually a.c.) proba-
bility measure. For the same reason as in Section 7 (see in particular Lemma 7.2), we
must allow for adjustment of the Poincaré section of the suspension. Thus, for small
r � 0, define

hr'.x; y/D '
�
zr.x; y/

�
hr.x; y/;
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where hr D 1 if the geodesic segments corresponding to the suspension flow segments
F r
x and F r

y intersect at a point z D zr.x; y/ 2‡ and where hr D 0 if these segments
do not intersect. Then the representation (70) holds with h' replaced by hr' , and the
Hoeffding projection of hr' will again be given by (72), but with

Z F.x/

0

replaced by
Z F.x/Cr

r

:

For the verification of Hypothesis 5.1, we use the decomposition

hr'.x; y/D

1X
mD1

 rm.x; y/C 
r
1.x; y/; where

mX
jD1

 rj .x; y/Dmin
®
hr'.x

0; y0/ W x0i D xi and y0i D yi 8ji j �m
¯
: (74)

The functions  rm are obviously symmetric, since h' is, and  rm depends only on the
coordinates ji j �m. Moreover, each  rm is nonnegative, and

P
m 

r
m C 

r
1 D h

r
' is

bounded by k'k1. Hence, (H0), (H1), and (H2) of Hypothesis 5.1 all hold, leaving
only (H3).

LEMMA 9.4
There exist constants % < ˇ < 1 such that for all large m,

 rm.x; y/� ˇ
m (75)

unless the geodesic segments p ı �.F r
x / and p ı �.F r

y / intersect at angle less than
%m or at a point zr.x; y/ within distance %m of one of the endpoints of one of the
geodesic segments.

Proof
For ease of exposition, we will discuss only the case r D 0; the general case can be
handled in the same manner. The semiconjugacy � W†F ! S‡ is Hölder-continuous,
so there exists ˛ < 1 such that if two sequences x;x0 2† agree in coordinates ji j �m,
then �.x; s/ and �.x0; s/ are within distance ˛m for all s 2 Œ0;F.x/ ^ F.x0/�, and
jF.x/�F.x0/j< ˛m, at least for sufficiently large m.

Suppose now that xi D x0i and yi D y0i for all ji j � m, and that the geodesic
segments p ı �.Fx/ and Fy intersect at an angle not smaller than %m and at a point
z.x;y/ not within distance %m of one of the endpoints. Then by (A3)0 of Remark 3.8
(see Section 3.3), the geodesic segments p ı �.Fx0/ and Fy0 will also intersect. Fur-
thermore, if ˛ < % (as we may assume without loss of generality), then the intersec-
tion point z.x0; y0/ will lie within distance ˇm of z.x;y/, for some ˇ < 1. Since ' is
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smooth, it follows that, for some C <1 depending on the C1-norm of ',

ˇ̌
'
�
z.x;y/

�
� '

�
z.x0; y0/

�ˇ̌
<Cˇm:

Lemma 9.4 implies that to prove condition (H3) of Hypothesis 5.1, it suffices to
establish the inequality (60). But this has already been done, in Lemmas 7.2–7.7. This
yields the following result.

PROPOSITION 9.5
For any Gibbs state �, the functions  rm satisfy (H3) of Hypothesis 5.1 relative to �
for almost every r in some interval Œ0; r�� of positive length r�.

9.5. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Proposition 9.5 implies that after appropriate modification of the Poincaré section of
the suspension flow, the function h' in the representation (70) of the localized self-
intersection count meets the requirements of Corollary 5.5. Proposition 9.2 implies
that if the support of ' W ‡ ! RC is less than the distance between two noninter-
secting closed geodesics, and if ' � 0 is smooth and not identically zero, then the
Hoeffding projection h'C of h' relative to the measure � is not cohomologous to a
constant multiple of F . By the argument of Section 9.1, it follows that the second
case of Theorem 5.3 (see relation (47)) applies.

10. U -statistics and randomly chosen periodic orbits
The remainder of the article will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.3. The main
technical tool, Theorem 10.2, will be an extension of Theorem 5.3 to measures con-
centrated on finite sets of periodic sequences. As in Theorem 5.3 there will be two
cases, one leading to fluctuations of size T , the other to fluctuations of size T 3=2.
Which of these two cases will apply will once again be determined by whether or not
the relevant Hoeffding projection is cohomologous to a scalar multiple of the height
function F in the suspension flow. Proposition 6.3 gives necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for this: the Hoeffding projection is cohomologous to a scalar multiple of F
if and only if the suspension measure �� associated with the Gibbs state � is the
pullback of the Liouville measure.

10.1. An extension of Theorem 5.3
It is well understood that the distribution of periodic orbits in a hyperbolic dynamical
system is, in a certain sense, governed by the invariant measure of maximum entropy.
There are two aspects of the connection. First, according to Margulis’s prime geodesic
theorem [26, Section 6, Theorem 5] (and its generalization in [30, Theorem 2]), the
number of periodic orbits of minimal period less than T grows like e�T =.�T /, where
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� is the entropy of the maximum entropy measure (see [25], [30]). Second, the empir-
ical distribution of a random chosen periodic orbit (from among those with minimal
period less than T ) is, with high probability, close to the maximum entropy measure
in the weak topology on measures (see [22, Theorem 7]). It is the latter connection
that is primarily responsible for Theorem 1.3.

In this section, we will formulate and prove an extension of Theorem 5.3 for U -
statistics of randomly chosen periodic orbits of a suspension flow. This result will be
combined with the results of Section 3 on symbolic dynamics for geodesic flows to
prove Theorem 1.3 in Section 11.

Fix a topologically mixing suspension flow on a suspension space†F over a shift
.†;�/ of finite type with a Hölder-continuous height function F > 0. The invariant
probability measure of maximum entropy for the suspension flow is the suspension
��
��F

(see Section 4.3) of the Gibbs state ���F , where � is the unique positive num-
ber such that Pressure.��F /D 0. The value � is the topological entropy of the sus-
pension flow (see, e.g., [30], [22]).

Say that a sequence x 2† represents an orbit � of the suspension flow if the point
.x; 0/ 2†F lies on the path � . If x 2† is a periodic sequence, then all of its cyclic
shifts represent the same periodic orbit p D px of the suspension flow, and these are
the only representatives of p. Theorem 7 of [22] implies that for large T , nearly all
of the periodic orbits of the suspension flow with minimal period approximately T
have the property that their representative periodic sequences have minimal period
T=E���FF C o.T /. Hence, for large T nearly all of the periodic orbits of the flow
have T=E���FF Co.T / representative sequences. This implies that the uniform dis-
tribution on periodic orbits of the flow with period approximately equal to T is nearly
identical to the image (under the natural correspondence) of the uniform distribution
on periodic sequences x such that S
T .x/F.x/
 T . (Recall that �.x/D �T .x/ is the
smallest integer n such that SnF.x/ � T , and RT .x/D S
.x/F.x/ � T is the over-
shoot.) Thus, we now change our focus from periodic orbits of the flow to periodic
sequences.

A periodic sequence x 2† represents a periodic orbit of the suspension flow with
minimal period between T and T C " if and only if (a) the period of the sequence x is
�.x/, and (b) RT .x/ < ". Denote by BT;" the set of all periodic sequences satisfying
these conditions. This set is finite: in fact, Margulis’s prime orbit theorem and the law
of large numbers cited above (or, alternatively, [22, Theorem 1]) imply that

jBT;"j � Ce
�T .e�" � 1/ as T !1 (76)

for a constant C > 0 independent of T and ". Define


T;" D uniform probability distribution on BT;": (77)
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Our objective in this section is to extend the results of Theorem 5.3 to the family of
measures 
T;". These results concern the large-T limiting behavior of the distribution
of the U -statistics UT defined by

UT .x/ WD


.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

h.� ix;�jx/:

Since ultimately we will want to use these results to prove that the distribution of
self-intersection counts of closed geodesics converges, it is important that they should
hold for functions h W†�†!R that are not necessarily continuous. The following
relatively weak hypothesis on the function h is tailored to the particular case of self-
intersection counts. For any periodic sequence x with minimal period �.x/D �T .x/
and any integer m� 1, define

�mT U.x/Dmax
ˇ̌
ˇ

.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

�
h.� ix;�jx/� h.� ix0; �jx0/

�ˇ̌ˇ; (78)

where the maximum is over all sequences x0 2† (not necessarily periodic) such that
x0i D xi for all �m� i � �.x/Cm.

HYPOTHESIS 10.1
For each " > 0 there exist positive constants "m ! 0 as m!1 such that for all
sufficiently large m� 1 and T (i.e., for T � tm;"),


T;"
®
�mT U.x/� "mT

¯
< "m: (79)

If h is Hölder-continuous on † � †, then Hypothesis 10.1 is trivially satisfied
because in this case �mT U will be uniformly bounded by ˇmT for some 0 < ˇ < 1.
In Section 11, we will show that the hypothesis holds for the function h in the repre-
sentation (25) of self-intersection counts.

THEOREM 10.2
Assume that h W†�†!R satisfies Hypothesis 10.1 and also Hypothesis 5.1 for the
measure �D ���F . Let hC be the Hoeffding projection of h relative to ���F (see
equation (71)), and let QUT and Q�T be the renormalizations of UT and �T defined in
(46), (47), and (45). (In particular, if hC is cohomologous to a scalar multiple aF
of the height function F , then QUT is defined by (46), but otherwise it is defined by
(47).) Then as T !1 the joint distribution of QUT , Q�T , RT , x, and � 
T .x/.x/ under

T;" converges, and the limiting joint distribution of QUT and Q�T is the same as under
���F (i.e., by (46) and (47) of Theorem 5.3).
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The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. The strategy
will be to deduce Theorem 10.2 from Corollary 5.6; however, since 
T;" is supported
by a finite set of periodic sequences, it is mutually singular with respect to any Gibbs
state, and so Corollary 5.6 does not apply directly. Consequently, we will be forced to
show that 
T;" is close in the weak topology to a probability measure absolutely con-
tinuous relative to the Gibbs state ���F , to which Corollary 5.6 does apply. Hypoth-
esis 10.1 will ensure that the distribution of QUT under this approximating measure is
close to its distribution under 
T;", and so Theorem 10.2 will follow.

Observe that to prove Theorem 10.2 it suffices to prove the result for small values
of " > 0, because for each T > 0 and each integerM � 1 the measure 
T;" is a convex
combination of the measures 
TCi"=M;"=M .

10.2. Skeleton of the proof
To show that 
T;" is weakly close to a probability measure absolutely continuous with
respect to ���F , we will partition the support BT;" of 
T;" into subsets on which
the “likelihood function” of the measure ���F (see equation (32)) is nearly constant.
(See Proposition 10.3 below for a precise statement.) This will imply that the uniform
distribution on each set A of the partition is weakly close to the normalized restriction
of ���F to the cylinder set of all sequences in † that agree with some element x 2A
in coordinates �m� j � �.x/C j , for some large m.

To define the partition, for each x 2 † and m � 1, let BT;";m;x be the set of all
y 2BT;" such that

yj D y
.y/Cj D xj for all j 2 Œ�m;m�: (80)

Note that since y 2 BT;" it is periodic with period �.y/D �T .y/, so the restriction
y
.y/Cj D xj is redundant. Define 
T;";m;x to be the uniform distribution on BT;";m;x .
Clearly, BT;";m;x depends on x only by way of the coordinates xŒ�m;m�, and the sets
BT;";m;x are pairwise disjoint, so they partition BT;". Thus, for each m� 1,


T;" D
X

xŒ�m;m�

jBT;";m;xj

jBT;"j

T;";m;x; (81)

where the sum is over all admissible sequences xŒ�m;m�, that is, sequences obtained
by restricting sequences x 2 †. Theorem 1 of [22] implies that for each x 2 † and
m� 1, as T !1,

jBT;";m;xj � ���F
�
†Œ�m;m�.x/

�
jBT;"j: (82)

Since �.†Œ�m;m�.x// > 0 for any admissible xŒ�m;m�, this estimate implies that for
each xŒ�m;m� the set jBT;";m;xj grows exponentially with T . In particular, for all suf-
ficiently large T the set BT;";m;x is nonempty, and so 
T;";m;x is well defined.
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PROPOSITION 10.3
There exist constants C D C"; tm <1 and ˇ 2 .0; 1/ such that for all sufficiently
large m, for all T � tm, and for any two periodic sequences x;y 2 BT;" for which
(80) holds,

1�Cˇm �
���F .†Œ�m;
.x/Cm�.x//

���F .†Œ�m;
.y/Cm�.y//

e��S�.y/F.y/

e��S�.x/F.x/
� 1CCˇm: (83)

Since Pr.��F /D 0, it follows from the definition (32) of a Gibbs state that the
ratio in (83) is bounded above and below. The proof that the upper and lower bounds
are within Cˇm of 1 will rely on the periodicity of the sequences x;y and the condi-
tion (80), together with the spectral theory of the Ruelle operator. The details of the
argument are deferred to Section 10.4 below.

Remark 10.4
It is not assumed in Proposition 10.3 that �.x/ D �.y/, so the number of coordi-
nates specified in the two cylinder sets appearing in (83) need not be the same. Also,
by definition of � D �T , the sums S
.x/F.x/ and S
.y/F.y/ both lie in the interval
ŒT; T C "�, so the ratio of exponentials in (83) is bounded above and below by e˙�".
Thus, for small " the measures of the cylinder sets in (83) are nearly equal.

For any integer m � 1, define VarmF to be the maximum difference jF.x/ �
F.y/j for sequences x;y 2 † such that xj D yj for all jj j �m. Because the func-
tion F is Hölder-continuous, the sequence VarmF decays exponentially in m. Con-
sequently, if two sequences x;y 2† satisfy xj D yj for all �m� j � nCm, then

ˇ̌
SnF.x/� SnF.y/

ˇ̌
< ım WD 3

1X
kDm

Vark F: (84)

The sequence ım decays exponentially with m.
Assume henceforth that " <minF . This guarantees that if T < SnF.x/� T C ",

then �.x/ D n. Assume also that m is large enough that 5ım < ". For each m � 1
and x 2†, define AT;";m;x to be the set of all sequences y 2† that satisfy (80) and
are such that 0 < RT .y/ � ", and define �T;";m;x to be the probability measure with
support AT;";m;x that is absolutely continuous relative to ���F with Radon–Nikodym
derivative

d�T;";m;x

d���F
.z/D Ce�RT .z/IAT;";m.x/.z/; (85)

whereC D CT;";m;x is the normalizing constant needed to make �T;";m;x a probability
measure. In Section 10.3 below we will show that when m and T are large, the set
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AT;";m;x nearly coincides with

A�T;";m;x WD
[

y2BT;";m;x

†Œ�m;
.y/Cm�.y/;

and so Proposition 10.3 will imply that the probability measure �T;";m;x distributes
its mass nearly uniformly over the cylinder sets in the union A�T;";m;x . Using this, we
will prove that, for largem, the measure �T;";m;x is close in the weak (Lévy) topology
to 
T;";m;x . It will be most convenient to formulate this statement using the following
coupling metric for the weak topology on the space of Borel probability measures.
(See [40] or [17] for a proof that the coupling metric generates the weak topology.)

Definition 10.5
Let QA;QB be Borel probability measures on a complete, separable metric space
.X; d /. The coupling distance dC .QA;QB/ betweenQA andQB is the infimal � � 0
for which there exists a Borel probability measure Q on X �X with marginals QA
and QB such that

Q
®
.x; y/ W d.x;y/ > �

¯
< �: (86)

Since this definition requires a metric on X, we must specify a metric for the case
X D †, so henceforth we will let d D d† be the metric d.x;y/D 2�n.x;y/, where
n.x;y/ is the minimum nonnegative integer n such that xj ¤ yj for either j D n or
j D�n.

PROPOSITION 10.6
There exist constants C D C"; tm <1 and 0 < ˇ < 1 such that, for all sufficiently
large m and T � tm and for all x 2†,

dC .
T;";m;x; �T;";m;x/� Ce
�eˇm: (87)

Consequently, for all " > 0 and for all sufficiently large m and T ,

dC .
T;"; �T;";m/� 2Cˇ
m; (88)

where

�T;";m WD
X
x�m;m

���F
�
†Œ�m;m�.x/

�

T;";m;x : (89)

The proof is given in Section 10.3 below.
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LEMMA 10.7
Fix " > 0 and m� 1 large enough that 5ım < ". Then for each x 2† the conclusions
of Corollary 5.6 hold for the family of probability measures .�T;";m;x/T�1. Conse-
quently, they hold also for the family ¹�T;";mºT�1.

Proof
We must show that the Radon–Nikodym derivatives in equation (85) have the form
(53). By definition, the set AT;";m;x consists of all sequences z 2† such that RT .z/ 2
.0; "� and such that (80) holds (with y D z). Hence, the likelihood ratio (85) can be
factored as

e��RT .z/IAT;";m.x/.z/D e
��RT .z/I.0;"�

�
RT .z/

�
I†�m;m.x/.z/I†�m;m.x/.�


.z/z/:

This is clearly of the form (53). Although the function g3 in this factorization
is not continuous (because of the indicator I.0;"�), it is piecewise continuous and
bounded, so by Remark 5.7 the conclusions of Corollary 5.6 are valid for the family
.�T;";m;x/T�1. Since each of the probability measures �T;";m is a convex combina-
tion of the measures �T;";m;x (see equation (89)), it follows that the conclusions of
Corollary 5.6 hold also for the family ¹�T;";mºT�1.

Proof of Theorem 10.2
Given Proposition 10.6 and Lemma 10.7, Theorem 10.2 follows routinely. Lem-
ma 10.7 implies that for all sufficiently largem the conclusions of Theorem 10.2 hold
if the measures 
T;" are replaced by �T;";m. Thus, to complete the proof, it will suffice
to show that, for any ı > 0 and any continuous, bounded function ' W R3 �†2! R,
there exists m sufficiently large such that

lim sup
T!1

jE�T;";mˆ�E�T;"ˆj � ı where ˆ.x/D '. QUT ; Q�T ;RT ; x; �

.x/x/: (90)

By Proposition 10.6, for all sufficiently large m and T there exist Borel probabil-
ity measures QDQT;";m on †2 with marginals 
T;" and �T;";m such that (86) holds
with � D 2Ce�"ˇm. Now for any probability measure Q on † �† with marginals

T;" and �T;";m,

E�T;";mˆ�E�T;"ˆD

Z
†�†

�
ˆ.x/�ˆ.y/

�
dQ.x;y/:

By (86), Z
d.x;y/>�m

ˇ̌
ˆ.x/�ˆ.y/

ˇ̌
dQ.x;y/� �mkˆk1;

where �m D 2Ce�"ˇm. By choosing m sufficiently large, we may arrange that
�mkˆk1 < ı=2. Thus, to prove (90) we must bound the integral of jˆ.x/�ˆ.y/j on
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the set of pairs .x; y/ such that d.x;y/� �m. This is where Hypothesis 10.1 will be
used.

None of the functions UT .x/, �T .x/, nor RT .x/ is continuous in x. However, if
m is so large that 5ım < ", then inequality (84) implies that if d.x;y/ < 2�m, then
�.x/D �.y/ and jRT .x/�RT .y/j< ım unless

RT .z/ 2 Œ0; ım�[ Œ"� ım� for either z D x or z D y:

Since Q has marginals 
T;" and �T;";m, the estimates (76) (for the first marginal 
T;")
and (40) (for the second marginal �T;";m, using the fact that this measure is absolutely
continuous relative to ���F ) imply that for each " > 0 there exist constants C" <1
and tm <1 such that, if m is large enough that 5ım < " and T � tm, then

Q
®
.x; y/ WRT .x/ 2 Œ0; ım�[ Œ"� ım�

¯
< C"ım and

Q
®
.x; y/ WRT .y/ 2 Œ0; ım�[ Œ"� ım�

¯
< C"ım:

Now if �.x/ D �.y/, then, depending on whether or not hC is cohomologous to a
scalar multiple of the height function F (see equations (46), (47)),

QUT .x/� QUT .y/D T
�˛


.x/X
iD1


.x/X
jD1

�
h.� ix;�jx/� h.� iy;�jy/

�

for either ˛ D 1 or ˛ D 3=2. In either case, Hypothesis 10.1 ensures that there exist
positive constants "m! 0 such that, for all large m and T ,

Q
®
.x; y/ W �.x/D �.y/ and

ˇ̌
QUT .x/� QUT .y/

ˇ̌
> "m

¯
< "m:

Since the sequences "m, ım, and �m all converge to zero as m!1, it now follows
from the continuity of ' that for sufficiently large m and T ,

Z
d.x;y/��m

ˇ̌
ˆ.x/�ˆ.y/

ˇ̌
dQ.x;y/� ı=2:

10.3. Proof of Proposition 10.6
In this section we show how Proposition 10.6 follows from Proposition 10.3. The
proof of Proposition 10.3 is given in Section 10.4 below.

Fix " 2 .0;minF /, and letm be sufficiently large that 5ım < ". For each x 2BT;",
define

A�T;";m;x D
[

y2BT;";m;x

†Œ�m;
.y/Cm�.y/: (91)
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Since BT;";m;x depends only on the finite subsequence xŒ�m;m�, the same is true of the
set A�T;";m;x . The estimate (82) implies that for large T there will be many representa-
tive sequences x0 2BT;";m;x for which 2ım <RT .x0/ < "� 4ım; assume henceforth
that x is such a sequence, that is, that x 2 BTC2ım;"�4ım . Then by (84), for any
y 2 BT;";m;x it must be the case that �.y/ D �.x/; hence, the cylinder sets in the
union (91) are pairwise disjoint. Therefore, there is a well-defined mapping z 7! Oz
from A�T;";m;x to BT;";m;x that sends each z to the element y 2 BT;";m;x that indexes
the cylinder set of the partition (91) which contains z. This mapping has the property
that no point z is moved a distance more than 2�m (in the usual metric d D d† on†);
in fact,

d†.�
iz; � i Oz/� 2�m for all �m� i � �.z/Cm: (92)

For each x 2 BTCım;"�ım define ��T;";m;x to be the probability measure on
A�T;";m;x that is absolutely continuous with respect to ���F with Radon–Nikodym
derivative

d��T;";m;x

d���F
.z/D C �T;";m;xe

��RT . Oz/IA�
T;";m;x

.z/; (93)

where C �.T; ";m;x/ is the normalizing constant needed to make ��T;";m;x a probabil-
ity measure. The Radon–Nikodym derivative is constant on each of the cylinder sets in
the partition (91), and its values on these cylinder sets are chosen so as to cancel the
exponential factors in (83). Consequently, by Proposition 10.3, if y; z 2 BT;";m.x/,
then for constants C" <1 depending only on ",

1�C"ˇ
m �

��T;";m;x.†Œ�m;
.x/Cm�.z//

��T;";m;x.†Œ�m;
.y/Cm�.y//
� 1CC"ˇ

m: (94)

COROLLARY 10.8
Assume that x 2 BTC2ım;"�2ım . Let ��T;";m;x be the pushforward of the probability
measure ��T;";m;x under the mapping z 7! Oz (i.e., the distribution of Oz when z has
distribution ��T;";m;x). Then for suitable constants C D C" <1 and ˇ 2 .0; 1/ not
depending on T , m, or x,

ˇ̌
ˇd�

�
T;";m;x

d
T;";m;x
� 1

ˇ̌
ˇ� Cˇm; (95)

and consequently,

dC .�
�
T;";m;x; 
T;";m;x/� 1� .1�Cˇ

m/�1: (96)

Proof
The first inequality is a direct consequence of (94). The second follows from the first
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by the following elementary fact: if 
;� are mutually absolutely continuous prob-
ability measures whose Radon–Nikodym derivatives d
=d� and d�=d
 are both
bounded below by % 2 .0; 1�, then their coupling distance is no greater than 1�%.

Since the mapping z 7! Oz moves each z by a distance at most 2�m, coupling
distance between the probability measures ��T;";m;x and ��T;";m;x is at most 2�m. By

Corollary 10.8, the coupling distance between ��T;";m;x and 
T;";m;x is at most C 0ˇm

for a suitable C 0 D C 0" <1. Therefore, to prove Proposition 10.6 it suffices to prove
the following lemma.

LEMMA 10.9
For each " > 0 there exists a constant C" <1 such that, for all x 2 †, all m large
enough that ım < 5", and all large T ,

dC .�
�
T;";m;x; �T;";m;x/� C"ım: (97)

Proof
Recall that without loss of generality we may assume (for T large) that the rep-
resentative sequence x 2 † is an element of BTC2ım;"�2ım . It must then be the
case, by inequality (84), that every y 2 BT;";m;x must have period �.y/ D �.x/,
and that RT .y/ 2 .ım; " � ım/. This in turn implies that every z in the cylinder
†Œ�m;
.y/Cm�.y/ must also satisfy �.z/ D �.x/ and RT .z/ 2 .0; "/. Consequently,
the support sets of the measures ��T;";m;x and �T;";m;x satisfy

A�T;";m;x �AT;";m;x: (98)

Next, suppose that z 2 AT;";m;x is such that RT .z/ 2 .ım; " � ım/. Let Qz be the
periodic sequence with period �.z/ that agrees with z in coordinates j 2 Œ�m;�.z/C
m�; then by the same argument as above, using inequality (84), we have RT . Qz/ 2
.0; "/, and so Qz 2 BT;";m;x . By construction, z is in the cylinder †Œ�m;
.z/Cm�. Qz/, so
it follows that z 2A�T;";m;x and Qz D Oz. This proves that

AT;";m.x/ nA
�
T;";m;x �

®
z WRT .z/ … .ım; "� ım/

¯
: (99)

These arguments also show that for every z 2 AT;";m;x such that RT .z/ 2 .ım; " �
ım/, and for every z 2A�T;";m;x ,

ˇ̌
ˇe��RT .z/
e��RT . Oz/

� 1
ˇ̌
ˇ< e�ım � 1: (100)

Relations (98), (99), and (100) imply that the ratio of the Radon–Nikodym deriva-
tives (93) and (85) differs from 1 by less than Cım except on the set
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A��T;";m;x WD
®
z 2AT;";m;x WRT .z/ … .ım; "� ım/

¯
:

But the renewal theorem (see inequality (40)) implies that, for some constant C 0" inde-
pendent of m, for all large T ,

���F .A
��
T;";m;x/

���F .AT;";m;x/
� C 0"ım:

It now follows by routine arguments that for a suitable constant C 00" , the total variation
distance between the measures ��T;";m;x and �T;";m;x is bounded above by C 00" ım for
large m and large T . This implies (97).

10.4. Proof of Proposition 10.3
Recall that any Hölder-continuous function on † is cohomologous to a Hölder-
continuous function that depends only on the forward coordinates. Let F be the height
function of the suspension, and let FC be a function of the forward coordinates that
is cohomologous to F . Then ��F and ��FC have the same topological pressure
(which by choice of � is 0), and the Gibbs states ���F and ���FC are identical.
Also, for any periodic sequence x 2 † with period (say) n, it must be the case that
SnF.x/D SnFC.x/. Since the assertion (83) involves only periodic sequences and
measures of events under ���F , to prove (83) it will suffice to prove (83) with F
replaced by FC. Thus, the representation (36) for the Gibbs state ���FC can be used;
in particular, since Pr.��FC/D 0,

d���FC

d���FC

D h��FC ;

where 
 and h are the right and left eigenvectors of the Ruelle operator LDL��FC .
(For the remainder of the proof we will drop the subscripts on h, 
, �, and L.)

The measure � is shift-invariant, so the cylinder sets in (83) can be shifted by
��m, and hence can be regarded as cylinder sets in the one-sided sequence space†C.
Fix a periodic sequence x of period n > 2mC 1; then

�
�
†Œ0;nC2m�.x/

�
D

Z
†
C

Œ0;nC2m�
.x/

hd


D

Z
†Œ0;nC2m�.x/

hd
�
.L�/nCm


�

D

Z
†C

�
LnCm.hI

†
C

Œ0;nC2m�
.x/
/
�
d
:

Here we have used the fact that 
 is an eigenmeasure of the adjoint L� of the Ruelle
operator with eigenvalue 1. Next we use the definition of the Ruelle operator (see [11,
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Chapter 1, Section B]) to write, for any z 2†C,

LnCm.hI
†
C

Œ0;nC2m�
.x/
/.z/D

X
y2†CW�nCmyDz

e��SnCmF.y/h.y/I
†
C

Œ0;nC2m�
.x/
.y/:

The indicator function in this expression guarantees that the only z 2†C for which
there is a nonzero term in the sum are those sequences such that zj D xj for j 2
Œ0; 2m�. (Keep in mind that x is periodic with period n.) For each such z there is
exactly one y 2 †C for which the summand is nonvanishing, to wit, the sequence
.x j z/2mC1 WD x0x1 � � �x2mz obtained by prefixing to z the first 2mC 1 letters of x.
Consequently,

�
�
†Œ0;nC2m�.x/

�
D

Z
†
C

2mC1
.x/

exp
®
��SnCmF

�
.x j z/2mC1

�¯
h
�
.x j z/2mC1

�
d
.z/

D e��SnCmF.x/�
�
†Œ0;2m�.x/

�
.1˙Cˇm/

for suitable constants C <1 and 0 < ˇ < 1 independent of x. The final approximate
equality follows from the Hölder continuity of F and h, together with inequality (84).
It now follows that if x;x0 are any periodic sequences with periods nD �.�mx/ >
2mC 1 and n0 D �.�mx0/ > 2mC 1 such that xŒ0;2m� D x0Œ0;2m�, then

�.†Œ0;nC2m�.x//

�.†Œ0;n0C2m�.x0//
D

e��SmCnF.x/

e��SmCn0F.x
0/
.1˙C 0ˇm/

D
e��SnF.�

mx/

e��Sn0F.�
mx0/

.1˙C 00ˇm/

for suitable C 0;C 00 <1. This implies relation (83).

11. Proof of Theorem 1.3
The results of Section 3 imply that, for any compact surface ‡ equipped with a
smooth Riemannian metric of negative curvature, the geodesic flow on S‡ is semi-
conjugate (by a Hölder-continuous mapping) to a suspension flow .†F ; 	t / over a
shift of finite type. All but finitely many closed geodesics correspond uniquely to peri-
odic orbits of this suspension flow, and for each of these the self-intersection count
is given by equation (25), or by equation (25) with h replaced by hr , for some small
r � 0. By Proposition 7.1, there exist values of r such that the function hr satisfies the
hypotheses of Theorem 5.3 relative to any Gibbs state; for simplicity we will assume
that the Poincaré section of the suspension has been adjusted so that r D 0. If the Rie-
mannian metric on ‡ has constant curvature, then the normalized Liouville measure
for the geodesic flow coincides with the maximum entropy-invariant measure, and so
in this case Proposition 6.3 implies that the Hoeffding projection of h relative to the
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Gibbs state �D ���F is a scalar multiple of F . On the other hand, if the Riemannian
metric has variable negative curvature, then the maximum entropy measure is singular
relative to Liouville measure, and so in this case, by Proposition 6.3, the Hoeffding
projection of h relative to the Gibbs state �D ���F is not cohomologous to a scalar
multiple of F . Therefore, in either case, Theorem 1.3 will follow from Theorem 10.2,
provided that Hypothesis 10.1 can be verified. This we will accomplish by reducing
the problem to a problem about crossing rates.

The following lemma asserts that, for compact surfaces of constant negative cur-
vature, the ergodic law (55) for intersections with a fixed geodesic segment extends
from random geodesics to closed geodesics. Denote by �T;" the uniform distribu-
tion on the set of all (prime) closed geodesics with length in ŒT; T C "�, and let
�‡ D 1=4�j‡ j. For any geodesic arc ˛, let j˛j be the length of ˛.

LEMMA 11.1
Assume that ‡ is a negatively curved compact surface. For any geodesic segment ˛
and any closed geodesic ˇ, let N.˛Iˇ/ be the number of transversal intersections of
ˇ with ˛. Then there is a constant �� depending on the Riemannian metric such that,
for every geodesic segment ˛, all sufficiently small " > 0, and all ı > 0,

lim
T!1

�T;"
®
ˇ W
ˇ̌
N.˛Iˇ/� ��jˇjj˛j

ˇ̌
> ıT

¯
D 0: (101)

Proof
This follows from [23, Theorem 7] by the same argument used to prove the ergodic
theorem for self-intersections (see [23, Theorem 1]). In the case of constant curvature,
�� D �‡ , since in constant curvature the Liouville measure and the maximum entropy
measure coincide.

Hypothesis 10.1 concerns the quantity �mT U.x/ defined by equation (78). For
any periodic sequence x with minimum period �.x/D �T .x/ and any integer m, this
quantity is the maximum difference in self-intersection count between (a) the closed
geodesicGx corresponding to the periodic orbit of the suspension flow through .x; 0/,
and (b) any geodesic segment Gy D .� ı 	t .y; 0//0�t�S�.x/F.y/, where y is some
sequence that agrees with x in coordinates �m� i � �.x/Cm. Ifm is large, any two
such geodesic segments are close, because the semiconjugacy between the suspension
flow and the geodesic flow is Hölder-continuous. This can be quantified as follows.

LEMMA 11.2
There exists A > 0 such that, for all n � 1, all sufficiently large m, and all pairs
x;y 2† such that xi D yi for �m� i � nCm,

d
�
�
�
	t .x; 0/

�
; �
�
	t .y; 0/

��
� e�Am for all 0� t � �T .x/: (102)
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Proof
By definition of the “taxicab” metric on†F (see [13, Definition 2]), the orbits 	t .x; 0/
and 	t .y; 0/ must remain within distance e�Bm, for a suitable constant B > 0.
Because the semiconjugacy � is Hölder-continuous, the projections � ı 	t .x; 0/ and
� ı 	t .y; 0/ must remain within distance e�Am.

Remark 11.3
The lengths of the segments Gx and Gy will in general be different because
S
.x/F.y/ need not equal S
.x/F.x/. However, the difference in lengths can be at
most ım, where ım is given by (84), which decays exponentially in m.

Proof of Hypothesis 10.1
Fix geodesic segments Gx;Gy as above, and consider the difference in their self-
intersection counts. To estimate this, consider how the difference changes as Gx is
smoothly deformed to Gy through geodesic segments by smoothly moving the initial
and final endpoints, respectively, along smooth curvesC0 andC1. In such a homotopy,
the self-intersection count will change only at intermediate geodesic segments Gz
along the homotopy where one of the endpoints passes through an interior point of
the segment. Now the geodesic segment Gz remains within distance e�Am of Gx , by
Lemma 11.2 and Remark 11.3 so for any interior point of Gz that meets (say) the
initial endpoint of Gz , the corresponding point on Gx must be within distance e�Am,
and hence within distance e�Am of the curve C0. In particular, this corresponding
point on Gx must fall inside a small rectangle R0 surrounding C0 whose sides are
geodesic arcs. Since the lengths of C0 and C1 are bounded above by e�AmC ım (by
Lemma 11.2 and Remark 11.3), the rectangle R0 can be chosen so that its sides all
have lengths bounded by e�A

0m.
This proves that the difference in the self-intersection counts of Gx and Gy is

bounded above by the number of crossings of @R0 and @R1, where Ri are rectangles
bounded by geodesic arcs of length at most e�A

0m. Hence, Lemma 11.1, for most
periodic sequences x of minimal period comparable to T this difference is bounded
above by .8C "/e�A

0mT when T is large. This implies Hypothesis 10.1.

Acknowledgments. The author thanks Moira Chas, Jayadev Athreya, and Dimitri Dol-
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